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Introduction
Motivation
As the recognition of information technology broadens to new fields, the need
for reliable and fast development of new programming languages has become
more important than ever. Nowadays, building languages targeted at a particular
problem domain is considered a standard technique in software engineering [18].
However, programming languages are software systems as well. They are usually defined by a compiler or an interpreter. The importance of the correctness of
the implementation of the compiler is very high, since this property is propagated
to the software that is written in that language—if the compiler has defects, then
programs compiled with it also perform poorly or are flawed. The correctness
of a compiler means that the compiled code should behave in the “same” way as
the source program—according to the semantics assigned to the source and target
languages [2].
The correctness of a compiler (in the above mentioned sense) for a higher-level
programming language is thus of crucial importance. The compilation process is
divided into a number of phases. Parsing is the phase of structuring the input code
into a tree in conformance with the grammar of the programming language. The
later stages of the compilation process depend on the correctness of the parser
used. Therefore, it becomes important to investigate the parsing techniques in a
formal setting.

Problem statement
The main goal of the thesis is to implement a set of tools and a certified parsing
algorithm for general context-free grammars, using the Agda dependently typed
programming language [1, 38]. More precisely, the main interest is to implement a function that, given a context-free grammar and a string, finds a derivation
(parse tree) of the string in the grammar provided. Moreover, the correctness proof
must ensure that only valid derivations can be delivered, and that derivation, or all
derivations, will be delivered, if one exists.

Contribution of the thesis
The main contributions of the thesis towards the implementation of a certified
parser generator are:
• An investigation of the relationships between different encodings of listable
sets and their implication on decidable equality.
• A toolbox for boilerplate-free programming with finite sets given by listing
a subset of some base set with decidable equality.

9

• A certified implementation of the CYK parsing algorithm for context-free
grammars in Chomsky normal form.
• A certified implementation of conversion of general context-free grammars
to Chomsky normal form. The proofs of soundness and completeness of
the conversion are functions for conversion between parse trees for the normalized and original grammars.
• Obtained by combining the above, a certified implementation of a parsing
algorithm for general context-free grammars.

Outline of the thesis
Section 1 provides the basic background for this thesis. It gives an overview of the
compilation process and possible approaches to formal verification. We start by
outlining the usual phases of a compiler and describe the parsing phase in more
detail. Then we discuss different approaches to formal verification of software
systems. Finally, we explain our decision to work in a constructive setting by
describing its main properties. Also we give a short introduction to the Agda
language.
As the problem under investigation requires us to work with finite sets, we devote Section 2 (corresponding to Paper I) to exploring different notions of finite
sets in the constructive setting. We start by giving different encodings of listability of a set and proving that the encodings are logically equivalent. Then we
prove that listable sets have decidable equality. Finally, we develop a toolbox for
boilerplate-free programming with finite sets given by listing a subset of some
base set with decidable equality.
In Section 3, (summarizing the Paper II) we implement the Cocke–Younger–
Kasami (CYK) algorithm of parsing context-free languages and prove the correctness of the implementation. We start by giving a simple recursive version of
the algorithm. The simplicity of this naive implementation allows us to prove the
correctness concisely. But it suffers from excessive recomputations. Therefore,
we refine the initial implementation into the efficient memoizing algorithm. We
then prove that the memoizing algorithm is equivalent to the first one.
The CYK algorithm requires context-free grammars in Chomsky normal form.
Therefore, in Section 4 (for Paper III), we develop a normalization function that
turns a general context-free grammar into a normalized one. Next, we prove that
the implemented transformation is sound and complete. The soundness and completeness proofs are functions for conversion between parse trees for the normalized and original grammars. Finally, we combine the results of Papers II and III
into a certified parser generator for general context-free grammars.
Section 5 gives an overview of the related work. Section 6 concludes the thesis
and describes possible directions for future work.
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1

Background

In this section, we outline the basic background for our work. First, we list the
phases of the typical process of compilation and describe in particular the phase of
syntax analysis. Next, we discuss different approaches to formal verification and
motivate our decision to work in the constructive and dependently typed setting of
the Agda programming language. Then we explain the main ideas of constructive
logic, the Curry–Howard correspondence and provide a short introduction into the
basics of programming in Agda.

1.1

Compilers and parsing

Compilation is a process of translating a program written in a high-level language
into a machine language. It is usually divided into a number of phases [3]:
1. lexical analysis,
2. syntax analysis,
3. semantic analysis,
4. optimisation,
5. code generation.
This subdivision into phases is helpful for coping with the complexity of compilers. There is little overlap between the phases and each phase has a concise
interface toward the neighbouring phases [2]. In this work, we are mostly interested in syntax analysis.
Traditionally, the lexical and syntactic analyses of a programming language
are described by using formal grammars. The lexical aspect is usually a regular
language, specified by a regular expression. A regular expression defines the set of
possible character sequences that are used to form individual tokens or lexemes.
The syntactic analysis is done with reference to a context-free grammar which
recursively defines the components that can make up an expression out of tokens
[26]. More formally, a context-free grammar is a 4-tuple G = (N, T, R, S), where:
1. N is a finite set; each element A ∈ N is called a nonterminal.
2. T is a finite set of terminals, disjoint from N. The set of terminals is the
alphabet of the language defined by the grammar G. In a compiler, the
terminals of syntax analysis are the lexical tokens.
3. R is a finite set of production rules. A rule is usually denoted by an arrow
notation as A −→ γ, where A ∈ N and γ is a sequence of nonterminals and
terminals.
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4. S is the start nonterminal form the set N.
A context-free grammar G is said to be in Chomsky normal form if all of its
production rules are either of the form A −→ BC or A −→ t, where A, B, C are
nonterminals and t is a terminal; B and C cannot be start nonterminal. Additionally, there must be a flag which indicates if the empty word is in the language of
G [46]. Perhaps surprisingly at first, every context-free language can be specified
by a grammar in Chomsky normal form.
Next, we discuss derivations in some fixed context-free grammar G. Let αAβ
be some sequence of symbols (terminals and nonterminals), and A be a nonterminal. If there is a rule A −→ γ in R then we can derive αγβ from αAβ (denoted by
+
αAβ ⇒ αγβ ). Let ⇒ be the transitive closure of the derivation relation ⇒. Then
the language of the grammar G is the set of all strings (sequences of terminals)
+
derivable from the nonterminal S in the sense of the relation ⇒.
A derivation tree or parse tree is an ordered rooted tree that represents the
syntactic structure of the derived string. Rendering a derivation as a tree helps one
to grasp the structure of the parsed string. For example, let us define a grammar
with a single nonterminal S and terminals 1 and +. There are two rules S −→ 1
and S −→ S + S. Then the following is a possible derivation tree of the string
"1+1+1":
S
S

S
S

S

1 + 1 + 1
After specifying the formal grammar, a parser generator is able to produce
an executable parser. A parser for a regular language (also called a lexer) breaks
the source code text into tokens. A parser for a context-free language identifies
the syntactic structure of the program by building a parse tree, which replaces
the linear sequence of tokens with a tree structure built according to the rules of
the grammar. The parse tree is then analyzed and transformed by the subsequent
phases of the compiler [3].
The correctness of a parser generator is of significant importance, since the
overall correctness of a compiler depends on the correctness of each of its phases,
in particular syntax analysis. The parser generator is correct, if, for any suitable
input grammar, it generates a program that parses all strings in the language of the
grammar and for others flags an error.

12

1.2

Formal verification

The correctness of a software system is usually established by full formal verification. The specification of the system is presented in some mathematical language.
The system itself also must be modeled in some mathematical formalism. The
verification is then done by providing a formal proof that the model satisfies the
specification. It is important to ensure that the mathematical model of the system
describes all the aspects relevant to the correctness of the actual system.
Model checking is an approach to formal verification [34]. In model checking,
the model usually consists of states and transitions between them. The properties
to be verified can be given in temporal logics (e.g., linear temporal logic). The
verification of such systems can be done by exhaustively exploring all traces. The
advantage of model checking is that it is automatic, but the downside is that it
does not easily scale to systems with big or infinite state space. Introducing more
abstraction is the typical strategy to combat the state explosion problem. It is
important for the abstract model to be sound, namely, that the properties proved
on the abstraction are true about the original system. However, the abstract model
is usually not complete – not all true properties of the original system are provable
for the abstract model of a system [34].
Deductive verification is an approach which establishes the correspondence
between a program and its specification by deductive reasoning [35]. The straightforward approach to deductive verification is to establish the meaning of a given
program and then logically derive properties about its behaviour in universal logic
(e.g., predicate logic). The downside of this approach is the need to manually
model the program behaviour [4]. Clearly, it is error-prone and does not scale to
larger software. More advanced approaches to deductive verification provide and
justify a program logic for the semantics of a fixed programming language. This
allows to automatically generate verification conditions which must be proved to
establish that program satisfies its specification. The proof of verification conditions can be done manually or automatically (e.g., by using SMT solvers). The
downside of the approach is that overall correctness depends on the soundness of
the program logic used, the correctness of verification condition generator, and
the correctness of used SMT solvers [4].
Dependently typed programming is an approach in which the specification,
programming and proving can be done in one uniform environment. Type-checker
establishes then the validity of a given proof that the program satisfies the specification. In this work, we use the dependently typed functional programming
language Agda [38].
To guarantee that the compiled code behaves as it is prescribed by the semantics of the source code, every single phase of compilation process must be
formally specified and verified. In Paper IV we used Agda to show how to implement a provably correct parser generator for regular languages (lexical analysis).
The objective of this thesis is to develop a set of tools and a certified parser gener13

ator for context-free languages (syntax analysis) in the dependently typed setting
of Agda.

1.3

Constructive logic

Constructive logic or intuitionism is a type of symbolic logic that differs from
classical logic by replacing the traditional concept of truth with the concept of
constructive provability [49]. In classical logic, propositions are always assigned
a truth value—each proposition is either “true” or “false”. It is not required to have
an explicit proof for either case. In contrast, in constructive logic, propositions are
not assigned any truth values. Instead a proposition is considered to be “true” only
when we have an explicit proof. In constructive logic, proof comes before truth.
Unproved statements remain undecided until they are either proved or disproved. Statements are disproved by deducing a contradiction from them. Prooftheoretically, intuitionistic logic is a restriction of classical logic in which the law
of excluded middle is not among the tautologies. The law of excluded middle can
still be used for decidable propositions, but does not hold universally [49].
An important aspect of constructive logic is that because of its restrictions the
proofs have the existence property. This means that, if there is a constructive
proof that an object exists, then the proof may be used to produce an algorithm
for generating that object [49].
The algorithmic content of proofs in the constructive setting makes this logic
interesting to the programming language community. Surprisingly, it turns out
that programs written in functional languages with rich type systems can be seen
as constructive proofs of propositions corresponding to the types of programs [51].

1.4

Curry–Howard correspondence

The Curry–Howard correspondence is a relationship between computer programs
and mathematical proofs. It was discovered by Haskell Curry and William Alvin
Howard. However, the idea is related to the functional interpretation of intuitionistic logic given in various formulations by L. E. J. Brouwer, Arend Heyting and
Andrey Kolmogorov (BHK interpretation), and Stephen Kleene [49].
The Curry–Howard correspondence is the observation that proof systems and
models of computation are in fact structurally the same kind of objects. The main
idea can be expressed as the following claim: a proof is a program, the formula it
proves is a type for the program [51].
The claim states that the hypotheses of a logical theorem correspond to argument values passed to the function whereas the return type of a function corresponds to the statement of the theorem under these hypotheses. Therefore, proofs
can be represented as programs which in turn can be run.
The correspondence is as follows:
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Logic
universal quantification
existential quantification
implication
conjunction
disjunction
truth
falsity

Programming
dependent function type
dependent product (pair) type
function type
product (pair) type
sum type
unit type
empty type

For example, Haskell has the well-known operator $:
($) : (a -> b) -> a -> b
($) f a = f a
Interestingly, the type can be read as the well-known rule of implication elimination from predicate logic or as the type of a higher-order polymorphic function.
An inhabitant (or proof) of this type (or rule) is given by function application.
The Curry–Howard correspondence led to a new kind of typed calculi designed
to act both as a proof framework and as a functional programming language with
expressive type system. Martin-Löf’s type theory and Coquand’s Calculus of Constructions are examples of such frameworks. These formal systems define a language in which proofs (functions) are first-class citizens. Therefore, it becomes
possible to state properties of functions (proofs). These formalisms led to the development of software like Coq and Agda which allow one to use single formal
language for writing types, specifications, functions, and proofs [39].

1.5

Basics of Agda

In this section, we show some simple function definitions and proofs that should
give our reader a glimpse into programming and proving in the Agda system [1,
38].
Dependent types are types that can refer to values. Ordinary function types
X → Y can refer only to other types. Dependent function types (x : X) → Y
allow to give a name, x, to a typical element of the domain X of the function. The
name x can be then used in the codomain Y to refer to the element of X that has
been supplied as the argument of the function [12]. For example,
reflexivity : (X : Set) → (x : X) → x ≡ x
In the provided example, we first assume that X is a set, then we say that for any
element x of a set X we can compute the value of the set x ≡ x, which is to be seen
as the type of proofs that x equals to itself. Note, that the identity type depends on
the set X (in an implicit or hidden way), but also on a particular element x of that
set.
Agda supports a wide class of strictly positive inductive and inductive-recursive
datatypes. Parametric inductive datatypes can be defined by providing a variable
15

declarations after the name of the datatype. For example, polymorphic lists have
one parameter (X : Set):
data List (X : Set) : Set where
[]
: List X
_::_ : X → List X → List X
This declares List X to be the set of lists of elements of type X. Since the definition is parameterized in a type X, we have effectively defined a family of types
List X, one for each X.
To make the code more readable, in some cases we use the bracket notation to
denote lists, i.e., [ 1 , 2 ], instead of the basic notation 1 :: 2 :: [].
Datatypes can also be indexed. In such cases, they are called inductive families. The difference between an index and a parameter is that the index need not
be constant throughout the definition of the type [12]. For example, consider the
type x ∈ xs of proofs that x is the element of list xs. Consider the definition:
data _∈_ {X : Set}(x : X) : List X → Set where
here : {xs : List X} → x ∈ x :: xs
there : {y : X}{xs : List X} → x ∈ xs → x ∈ y :: xs
In Agda, an argument enclosed in curly braces is implicit. The Agda type-checker
will try to figure it. If an argument cannot be inferred, it must be provided explicitly. So, the definition is implicitly parameterized by the type of elements
(X : Set), explicitly parameterized by the element of that type (x : X) and is
indexed by list of elements of X. Therefore, we can naturally express that either
the element is in the head position of a list x ∈ x :: xs or, if we know that
x ∈ xs, then it is also true that x ∈ y :: xs for any y.
The main idea behind the Curry–Howard isomorphism is that each proposition
can be viewed as the set of its proofs. To emphasize that proofs here are firstclass mathematical objects, one often talks about “proof objects”. In constructive
mathematics, they are sometimes also referred to as constructions. A proposition
is considered to be true, if its set of proofs is inhabited; it is false, if its set of
proofs is empty. The canonical empty type is defined as follows:
data ⊥ : Set where
It is clear that it is impossible to have an element of ⊥, as there are no constructors.
As usual in constructive logic, to prove the negation of a proposition is the
same as proving that the proposition in question leads to absurdity:
¬_ : Set → Set
¬ X = X → ⊥
Moreover, we have the following elimination principle:
ex-falso-quodlibet : {X : Set} → ⊥ → X
16

A proof by (well-founded) induction is a recursive function with the requirement
that it needs to be terminating on all inputs. Termination is checked by Agda using
the so-called structural ordering on datatypes.
In our final example, we would like to demonstrate a proof that, for any type
X for which equality is decidable, we can also decide the list membership relation. The equality type itself (already used above) is an inductive type defined as
follows:
data _≡_ {X : Set} (x : X) : X → Set where
refl : x ≡ x
A decider for equality is a function of two arguments of some type X which returns
either a proof that the arguments are equal or a proof that equality of the arguments
provided implies absurdity.
DecEq X = (x1 x2 : X) → x1 ≡ x2 ] ¬ x1 ≡ x2
Next, we will develop our proof in a step-by-step fashion. The theorem we want
to prove is expressed by the type:
∈-dec : {X : Set} → DecEq X → (x : X) → (xs : List X)
→ x ∈ xs ] ¬ x ∈ xs
We start by pattern matching on the given list xs. Clearly, it can be empty or
not. If the list is empty, then we conclude that x is not its member. Technically,
this is done by choosing the second alternative from the sum type (inj2 ) and then
proving that the type x ∈ [] is empty. When there are no possible constructor
patterns for a given argument (as in case with x ∈ []), one can pattern match on
it with the absurd pattern ().
∈-dec deq x [] = inj2 (λ ())
∈-dec deq x (x’ :: xs’) = ?
The next step is to analyze the case when the list xs has head x’ and tail xs’.
Then we use the given decidable equality to check whether x is equal to x’.
∈-dec deq x (x’ :: xs’) with deq x x’
∈-dec deq x (x’ :: xs’) | inj1 p = ?
∈-dec deq x (x’ :: xs’) | inj2 p = ?
We again branch into two cases. In the first case, x is equal to x’ and p is a
proof of x ≡ x’. Therefore, we can pattern match on p and, since the only possible canonical proof of x ≡ x’ is refl, we can substitute x for x’ everywhere.
Then the goal of this branch becomes x ∈ x :: xs and this is exactly what the
constructor here gives.
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∈-dec deq x (x’ :: xs’) with deq x x’
∈-dec deq .x (x :: xs’) | inj1 refl = inj1 here
The notation .x indicates that this argument is forced to be x, given that the equality proof is assumed to be refl.
In the second case, x is not equal to x’. Then we must recursively check
whether x is a member of the tail xs’. We do that by recursively calling
∈-dec deq x xs’. Since the argument list becomes shorter, the termination
checker is satisfied. The recursive call branches into cases where x is a member
of the tail or not. If x is a member of the tail, then we must prove x ∈ x’ :: xs,
given that x ∈ xs. This is done using the constructor there:
∈-dec deq x (x’ :: xs’) | inj2 p with ∈-dec deq x xs
∈-dec deq x (x’ :: xs’) | inj2 p | inj1 x1 = inj1 (there x1 )
Otherwise, we know that p : ¬ x ≡ x’ and q : ¬ x ∈ xs’. This is enough
to prove that the type x ∈ (x’ :: xs’) is empty.
∈-dec deq x (x’ :: xs’) | inj2 p | inj2 q
= inj2 (λ { here pr → p pr ; there pr → q pr })
The last proof term demonstrates the use of pattern matching under lambdas.
1.5.1

Intrinsic vs. extrinsic styles

When implementing a program in a dependently typed language, there is a design
choice between “extrinsic” and “intrinsic” verification. In case of the extrinsic
style, the developer implements simply typed functions and datastructures and
then proves properties about their behaviour. For example, we can define a function length on lists:
length : {X : Set} → List X → N
length [] = 0
length (_ :: xs) = 1 + length xs
Next, we want to show the relation between concatenation and the length of lists:
length-lemma : {X : Set} → (xs ys : List X)
→ length (xs ++ ys) ≡ length xs + length ys
In case of intrinsic development, the developer encodes the properties into the
types of datastructures and functions. Instead of working with simply typed lists,
we can use vectors, which are lists indexed by their lengths:
data Vec (X : Set) : Nat → Set where
[] : Vec X zero
_::_ : {n : Nat} (x : X) → (xs : Vec X n) → Vec X (suc n)
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Now, the type signature of the concatenation function is forced to make explicit
the size of a resulting vector:
_++_ :: {n m : Nat}{X : Set} → Vec X n → Vec X m
→ Vec X (n + m)
In our work, we use both styles of development. The extrinsic approach makes
it easier to separate executable functions from proofs of correctness, which makes
it simpler for the compiler to optimize the resulting code. On the other hand,
the intrinsic style allows one to design datastructures and functions which are
correct-by-construction and therefore significantly ease and shorten the proofs.
This becomes even more important, since Agda provides only limited ways to
automatization.
1.5.2

Compilation

Agda has a compiler that can extract Haskell or JavaScript. The Agda’s extraction mechanism is still being developed and there are significant improvements in
recent versions (especially comparing older version to Agda 2.5.1). Indeed, we
observed a significant improvement in performance when compiling our development with Agda 2.5.1 versus Agda 2.4.*. This seems to be the result of the
numerous adjustments in compilation of Agda (the exact details can be found in
the release notes to version 2.5.1).
We believe that larger implementations (like ours) can help Agda developers
to make the extraction mechanism better.
Based on our experiments, we do not think that at the current stage the Agda
extraction mechanism generates code with competitive performance.
1.5.3

Automatization

Agda provides a term search tool Agsy. The tool is independent of Agda and any
solution coming from it is checked by Agda. However, one should not expect it to
handle large problems of any particular kind. It is meant more as a convenience
tool during the development process.
Due to the absence of automatization in Agda comparable to tactics in Coq,
the proofs can end up being verbose. On the other hand, it forces the developer
to design the datastructures and datatypes more carefully, so that proofs remain
manageable in reuse and generalization.
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2

Finite sets in dependently typed setting

Intuitionistic frameworks give rise to a rich variety of competing notions of finiteness that collapse classically. Therefore it is important to know the exact relationships between the some variations. From the programming perspective, the most
important definition of finiteness is listability: a set is considered to be finite, if its
elements can be completely enumerated in a list. In this section, we describe the
main results from Paper I, where we formalize different variations of listability in
the Agda programming language and develop a toolbox for boilerplate-free programming with finite sets that are given by listing a subset of some base set with
decidable equality. The resulting library can, in particular, be used to represent,
manipulate and derive properties of context-free grammars.
In Section 2.1, we give the basic definition of a listable set and some variations of this definition. We proceed by showing that listability implies decidable
equality and use this fact to show that the notions of finiteness introduced are
equivalent. In Section 2.2, we define the notion of a listable subset given by a
predicate on some base set and prove that it is not possible to generally derive
decidability of equality for listable subsets. Next, in Section 2.3, we describe an
approach to concise definition of new listable sets by using squashing of decidable
properties. In Section 2.4, we implement some combinators for defining functions
on finite sets. Finally, in Section 2.5, we develop a prover for quantified formulas
over decidable properties on finite sets.
The Agda development corresponding to the content of this section is located
in the module Fin of the accompanying code.

2.1

Listable sets

The simplest and strongest notion of finiteness in the constructive setting is listability [31]. A set is listable, if there exists a list containing all of its elements:
All : (X : Set) → List X → Set
All X xs = (x : X) → x ∈ xs
Listable : (X : Set) → Set
Listable X = ∃[ xs : List X ] All X xs
The type All X xs tells us that the list xs contains all elements of type X. The
type Listable X says that there exists a list xs with the property All X xs.
Alternatively, we can ask for a surjection from an initial segment of natural
numbers. The type Fin n is an inductive type containing all natural numbers
strictly smaller than n.
FinSurj : (X : Set) → Set
FinSurj X = ∃[ n : N ]
∃[ fromFin : Fin n → X ]
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∃[ toFin : X → Fin n ]
((x : X) → fromFin (toFin x) ≡ x)
So, the proof of FinSurj X contains the size n of an initial segment, a function
fromFin from Fin n to X, a function toFin from X to Fin n and a proof that
fromFin is a surjection, i.e., that toFin is a pre-inverse of fromFin. We also
prove that the two notions are equivalent:
surj2lstbl : {X : Set} → FinSurj X → Listable X
lstbl2surj : {X : Set} → Listable X → FinSurj X
To implement surj2lstbl, we get the size n of the initial segment from the
argument FinSurj X and then generate a list xs by applying fromFin to the first
n natural numbers. The proof of All X xs is implied by the fact that fromFin
is a surjection. Implementing lstbl2surj requires us only to associate every
position in the list xs with the element at this position. The rest follows.
We can try to define a stronger notion by additionally asking for a proof that
all elements of a set appear in the list only once.
ListableNoDup : (X : Set) → Set
ListableNoDup X = ∃[ xs : List X ]
All X xs ×
NoDup xs
Since all positions in the list xs are in an one-to-one correspondence with elements
of X, it is the same as asking for a bijection from an initial segment of the set of
natural numbers:
FinBij : (X : Set) → Set
FinBij X = ∃[ n : N ]
∃[ fromFin : Fin n → X ]
∃[ toFin : X → Fin n ]
((x : X) → fromFin (toFin x) ≡ x) ×
((i : Fin n) → toFin (fromFin i) ≡ i)
bij2lstblnd : {X : Set} → FinBij X → ListableNoDup X
lstblnd2bij : {X : Set} → ListableNoDup X → FinBij X
In Section 3 of Paper I, we show that all four introduced notions of finiteness
are of the same strength. The reason for this is that we can derive decidability of
equality for elements of type X, if it is listable:
DecEq X = (x1 x2 : X) → x1 ≡ x2 ] ¬ x1 ≡ x2
lstbl2eq : {X : Set} → Listable X → DecEq X
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The idea for deriving decidability of equality for elements of type X from the
proof of Listable X is as follows. Given elements x1 and x2 , we can learn their
positions p1 and p2 in the list xs by using the proof of All X xs. If the positions
are equal, then clearly the elements x1 and x2 are also equal. If the positions are
different, then we can show that the elements must also be different. Assume
the opposite. Then x1 ≡ x2 implies p1 ≡ p2 , since the proof of All X xs is
a function and must return equal results for equal arguments. We have derived a
contradiction from the assumption that the positions are different.
With decidable equality at our disposal, it is routine to implement a function
which removes duplicates from the list and generates a proof that the resulting list
is duplicate free (NoDup xs). Finally, we can show that Listable X is as strong
as ListableNoDup X:
lstbl2lstblnd : {X : Set} → Listable X → ListableNoDup X
lstblnd2lstbl : {X : Set} → ListableNoDup X → Listable X

2.2

Listable subsets

A special case of sets are those defined as a subset of a larger set. Here, by a subset
we really mean a description of a subset by means of a base set and a predicate on
it. We do not consider a subset type former. A subset of a base set U carved out
by a predicate P : U → Set is finite, if there is a list containing all elements of
U that satisfy P and only these:
ListableSub : (U : Set)
ListableSub U P = ∃[ xs
((x :
((x :

→ (U → Set) → Set
: List U ]
U) → P x → x ∈ xs) ×
U) → x ∈ xs → P x)

Listable sets are a special case of listable subsets:
lstbl2lsub : {U : Set}
→ Listable U → ListableSub U (λ _ → >)
lsub2lstbl : {U : Set}
→ ListableSub U (λ _ → >) → Listable U
(Here > is the unit type: a singleton type with a unique element tt.)
Next, we establish that the notion of listable subsets is more general than the
notion of listable sets. We observe that it is impossible to derive a decidable
equality from a proof of ListableSub U P for elements of set U which satisfy
P. In Section 3 of Paper I, we show that having decidable equality for the general
case would imply functional extensionality, which is unavailable in the type theory
Agda is based on.
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However, there are two special cases when decidability of equality becomes
provable. The first is when there is at most one proof of P x for every x. The
strategy of deriving the decidable equality for elements of such subset is same as
the one described for listable sets. The crucial point here is that, since, for each
element x, there is only one proof of P x, then the “completeness” proof
(x :

U) → P x → x ∈ xs

cannot provide different proofs of x ∈ xs for different proofs of P x.
The second special case when equality becomes decidable for elements of a
listable subset happens when the predicate P is decidable. This case is actually
reducible to the first case by using effective squash types:
k_k : {Q : Set} → Dec Q → Set
k yes _ k = >
k no _ k = ⊥
If a set Q is decidable, we can effectively define a squashed version of Q (i.e., the
quotient Q by the total equivalence relation). Next, we observe that, if a predicate
P is decidable, namely, there exists a decider dec : ∀ x → Dec (P x), then
we can define a predicate P’ : (x : X) → k dec x k so that, for any x from
X, P x is equivalent to P’ x and moreover there is a unique proof of P’ x for any
x.
It is also important to note that one can always get a proof of P, if the squashed
version is inhabited:
fromSq : {P : Set} → (d : Dec P) → {k d k} → P
We have made the third argument (of type k d k) implicit, since, if d proves
Dec P, then the only possible value is the unique element tt : > and the typechecker can derive it automatically.

2.3

Pragmatic finite subsets

Direct construction of (new) listable sets requires tedious manual work in Agda.
In this section, we describe an approach to specifying new listable sets as subsets
of some base set with decidable equality. This approach allows one to specify
a listable set by listing the selected elements of the base set once. Moreover,
the decider of equality and the proof of listability of the newly defined set are
generated automatically.
We start by defining a new type FinSubDesc which is parameterized by some
base set U, a decidable equality on its elements, and a Boolean flag. Values of this
type are descriptions of new finite sets.
FinSubDesc : (U : Set) (eq : DecEq U) → Bool → Set
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To specify a description of a finite subset there are two constructors: fsd-plain
and fsd-nodup. The first of those takes a list of elements of type U and returns
a description of a finite subset of type FinSubDesc U eq true. The second
constructor takes a list of elements of type U and a proof that the list contains no
duplicates and returns a value of type FinSubDesc U eq false.
The Boolean flag indicates whether the underlying list of the description is
allowed to have duplicates. This information can be exploited for better performance when implementing combinators on descriptions of finite sets.
The type of elements of pragmatic finite subsets is parameterized by such description of a finite set:
Elem : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ FinSubDesc U eq b → Set
Elem {U} {eq} D = ∃[ x : U ] k x ∈? toList D k
where
_∈?_ = ∈-dec eq
So, an element of type Elem D for some finite subset description D is a dependent
pair of an element x of U together with a squashed proof that x belongs to the list
of elements defining the subset. Using the squashed membership type allows us
to ignore the exact position(s) of the element in the list.
An element of type Elem D is thus a pair (x , p). However, the squashed
membership proof p is of little interest for most of the time. Therefore, we introduce the alternative notation for elements of type Elem D:
h_i : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ {D : FinSubDesc U eq b} → (x : U)
→ {p : k x ∈? toList D k} → Elem D
h x i {p = p} = (x , p)
When we write h x i, we assume that there is enough information in the context,
so that the typechecker can infer all the implicit arguments.
The most important property is that, for all D : FinSubDesc U eq b, the
corresponding subset of U, namely Elem D, is listable.
First, we generate a list of elements of Elem D:
listElem : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ (D : FinSubDesc U eq b)
→ List (Elem D)
Second, we show that listElem D is complete, it contains all elements of Elem D:
allElem : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ (D : FinSubDesc U eq b)
→ (xp : Elem D) → xp ∈ listElem D
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These two properties together give us that Elem D is listable and has decidable
equality:
lstblElem : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ (D : FinSubDesc U eq b)
→ Listable (Elem D)
deqElem : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ (D : FinSubDesc U eq b)
→ DecEq (Elem D)

2.4

Functions on finite sets

Functions on finite sets can be represented as lists of tuples. In Agda, we can
specify a type Tbl parameterized by a domain type and a codomain type:
Tbl : Set → Set → Set
Tbl X Y = ∃[ xys : List (X × Y) ]
All X (map proj1 xys) ×
NoDup (map proj1 xys)
A value of type Tbl X Y is a list of pairs of type X × Y with some additional
information, namely, a proof that the list of pairs is complete, i.e., each element
of X is associated with a value of Y. Additionally, the list must be duplicate-free
regarding the first components. The first property ensures totality while the second guarantees unambiguous interpretation. Also, recall that All X xs implies
Listable X.
We prove that any table can be converted into a function:
fromTbl : {X Y : Set} → Tbl X Y → X → Y
Conversely, if X is listable then any function X → Y can be represented as a table:
toTbl : {X Y : Set} → Listable X → (X → Y) → Tbl X Y
The correctness condition says that the function f and the result of converting
f to the table and back are extensionally equal:
fromto : {X Y : Set} → (p : Listable X) → (f : X → Y)
→ (x : X) → fromTbl (toTbl p f) x ≡ f x
For larger finite sets, the approach of defining functions in terms of tables is
tedious and error-prone. Therefore, we propose a notion of predicate matching.
We start by implementing a function unreached that takes a list of decidable
predicates and a list of elements and returns the list of those predicates that are
not satisfied by any element:
unreached : {X : Set} → List (X → Bool)
→ List X → List (X → Bool)
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Soundness If, for some list xs, the list of predicates ps contains no unreachable
ones, then for any split of ps into three parts, ps ≡ ps1 ++ p :: ps2 , there exists
at least one element x that satisfies p but does not satisfy any of the predicates in
ps1 .
Completeness On the other hand, for any split ps ≡ ps1 ++ p :: ps2 of the
list of predicates ps, if all elements of a list xs which do not satisfy any predicates
from ps1 also do not satisfy p, then p is unreachable.
Now, let us address the issue of unmatched elements. We implement a function
unmatched that returns the list of all those elements in a given list xs that do not
satisfy any predicate in the given list ps:
unmatched : {X : Set} → List (X → Bool) → List X
→ List X
Soundness If there are no unmatched elements in the list xs, then, for any element x in xs, the list of predicates ps can be split into three parts,
ps ≡ ps1 ++ p :: ps2 , so that no predicate from ps1 is satisfied by x and p
is satisfied by x.
Completeness If each element in the list xs satisfies at least one predicate in
ps, then there are no unmatched elements.
We can now define a combinator that takes a list of predicates associated
with the functions and the proofs that all elements are matched and all predicates
reached, and returns a function built from the pieces:
predicateMatching : {X Y : Set}
→ (ps : List ((X → Bool) × (X → Y)))
→ (p : Listable X)
→ unmatched (map proj1 ps) (proj1 p) ≡ []
→ unreached (map proj1 ps) (proj1 p) ≡ []
→ X → Y

2.5

Prover

Conceptually, it is easy to see that existential and universal statements over finite
sets are decidable for decidable properties. For example, to prove that a decidable
predicate Q holds for all elements of a finite set U, we need to check it on each
element. Therefore, the notion of listable finiteness suits well.
We implement a combinator subAll? that takes some decidable property Q on
elements of U and returns a decision of whether Q holds for all elements of the
listable subset defined by predicate P.
subAll? : {U : Set}{P : U → Set}
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→
→
→
→

ListableSub U P
{Q : U → Set}
((x : U) → {P x} → Dec (Q x))
Dec ((x : U) → {P x} → Q x)

The same can be done for the existential quantifier:
subAny? : {U : Set}{P : U → Set}
→ ListableSub U P
→ {Q : U → Set}
→ ((x : U) → {P x} → Dec (Q x))
→ Dec (∃[ x : U ] P x × Q x)
The combinators subAll? and subAny? are sufficient to decide properties
which are in prenex form with the quantifiers ranging over the whole finite subset
given by P.
Finally, we provide some syntactic sugar for our combinators:
syntax subAll? f (λ x → z) = Π x ∈ f , z
syntax subAny? f (λ x → z) = ∃ x ∈ f , z
(Agda will automatically rewrite expressions matching the right-hand side into
the corresponding terms on the left.)

2.6

Example

We illustrate the advantages of using the definitions described by comparing them
to the straightforward approach of defining and working with finite sets from
datatypes with only nullary constructors (i.e., enumeration types). In what follows, we define an example context-free grammar by following the definition
given in the introductory section.
We start by defining sets for nonterminals and terminals. In most of the cases
these sets could be chosen as some built-in types like Char or String. In this example, we define dedicated finite types for nonterminals and terminals to illustrate
the verbose repeating patterns in the straightforward definitions:
data N : Set where
A : N
B : N
C : N
data T : Set where
1 : T
0 : T
The grammar rules can then be defined as an inductive family indexed by the left
and right hand sides:
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data _−→_ : N →
rule1 : A −→ [
rule2 : B −→ [
rule3 : C −→ [

List
inj1
inj1
inj2

(N ] T) → Set where
C , inj1 B ]
C , inj1 B ]
1 ]

The set of all rules is then a dependent pair type. We also provide projections for
the left and right hand sides:
Rule : Set
Rule = ∃[ L : N ] ∃[ R : List (N ] T) ] L −→ R
projL : Rule → N
projL = proj1
projR : Rule → List (N ] T)
projR r = proj1 (proj2 r)
To show that the sets defined are finite (so that one can, for example, iterate
through all elements), we can provide lists:
listN : List N
listN = [ A , B , C ]
listT : List T
listT = [ 0 , 1 ]
listRule : List Rule
listRule = [ (_ , _ , rule1) , (_ , _ , rule2)
, (_ , _ , rule3) ]
(The underscore _ is the "don’t care, go figure it out" pattern which tells the typechecker that there should be enough information for it in the context to uniquely
determine the exact terms at the underscored places.)
Then we can prove that the given lists are complete:
allN
allN
allN
allN

:
A
B
C

(n : N) → n ∈ listN
= here
= there here
= there (there here)

allT : (t : T) → t ∈ listT
allT 0 = here
allT 1 = there here
allRules : (r : Rule) → r ∈ listRule
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allRules (_ , _ , rule1) = here
allRules (_ , _ , rule2) = there here
allRules (_ , _ , rule3) = there (there here)
Next, we also need a equality decider for the elements of the sets defined:
_=N?_
A =N?
A =N?
A =N?
B =N?
B =N?
B =N?
C =N?
C =N?
C =N?

:
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C

DecEq N
= inj1 refl
= inj2 (λ ())
= inj2 (λ ())
= inj2 (λ ())
= inj1 refl
= inj2 (λ ())
= inj2 (λ ())
= inj2 (λ ())
= inj1 refl

_=T?_
0 =T?
0 =T?
1 =T?
1 =T?

:
0
1
0
1

DecEq T
= inj1 refl
= inj2 (λ ())
= inj2 (λ ())
= inj1 refl

_=R?_ : DecEq Rule
(_ , _ , rule1) =R?
(_ , _ , rule1) =R?
(_ , _ , rule1) =R?
(_ , _ , rule2) =R?
(_ , _ , rule2) =R?
(_ , _ , rule2) =R?
(_ , _ , rule3) =R?
(_ , _ , rule3) =R?
(_ , _ , rule3) =R?

(_
(_
(_
(_
(_
(_
(_
(_
(_

,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

rule1)
rule2)
rule3)
rule1)
rule2)
rule3)
rule1)
rule2)
rule3)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

inj1
inj2
inj2
inj2
inj1
inj2
inj2
inj2
inj1

refl
(λ ())
(λ ())
(λ ())
refl
(λ ())
(λ ())
(λ ())
refl

We also prove that each right hand side is either a single terminal or a pair of
nonterminals. Moreover, we show that the terminal A never appears on the right
hand side of any rule:
RHS-prop : (r
∃[ B
RHS-prop (_ ,
RHS-prop (_ ,
RHS-prop (_ ,

:
:
_
_
_

Rule) →
N ] ∃[ C
, rule1)
, rule2)
, rule3)

∃[ t : T ] (projR r ≡ [ inj2 t ] ) ]
: N ] (projR r ≡ [ inj1 B , inj1 C ])
= inj2 (C , B , refl)
= inj2 (C , B , refl)
= inj1 (1 , refl)
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S-prop
S-prop
S-prop
S-prop

: (r
(_ ,
(_ ,
(_ ,

:
_
_
_

Rule) →
, rule1)
, rule2)
, rule3)

¬ inj1
(there
(there
(there

A ∈ projR r
(there ()))
(there ()))
())

The proofs are done by complete analyses of cases.
As we will see later, the combination of the definitions provided specifies a
context-free grammar in Chomsky normal form with start nonterminal A.
Next, we will try to define the same grammar by using finite sets defined as
subsets of the type Char.
First, we define descriptions of the sets of terminals and nonterminals by listing
their elements. These descriptions induce sets for which listability and decidable
equality are derived automatically:
N-Desc : FinSubDesc Char _=C?_ false
N-Desc = fsd-nodup [ ’A’ , ’B’ , ’C’ ]
N = Elem N-Desc
listableN : Listable N
listableN = lstblElem N-Desc
_=N?_ : DecEq N
_=N?_ = deqElem N-Desc
T-Desc : FinSubDesc Char _=C?_ false
T-Desc = fsd-nodup [ ’0’ , ’1’ ]
T = Elem T-Desc
listableT : Listable T
listableT = lstblElem T-Desc
_=T?_ : DecEq T
_=T?_ = deqElem T-Desc
The operator _=C?_ is a decider of equality for the built-in type Char. Next, the
set of rules is given as a subset of the set N × List (N ] T). And again, the
proofs of listability and decidable equality are derived:
_=RB?_ : DecEq (N × List (N ] T))
_−→_ : {A B : Set} → A → B → A × B
_−→_ = _,_
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Rule-Desc : FinSubDesc N × List (N
Rule-Desc = fsd-nodup [ h’A’i −→ [
, h’B’i −→ [
, h’C’i −→ [

] T)
inj1
inj1
inj2

_=RB?_
h’C’i ,
h’C’i ,
h’1’i ]

false
inj1 h’B’i ]
inj1 h’B’i ]
]

Rule = Elem Rule-Desc
projL (r , _) = proj1 r
projR (r , _) = proj2 r
listableRule : Listable Rule
listableRule = lstblElem Rule-Desc
_=R?_ : DecEq Rule
_=R?_ = deqElem Rule-Desc
(_−→_ is a synonym for the product type former.) The Rule-Desc uses the equality decider _=RB?_ of elements of N × List (N ] T) which is easily derived
from equality deciders of N and T.
By using the prover combinators, the proofs of RHS-prop and S-prop amount
essentially to just restating the properties:
_=RHS?_ : DecEq List (N ] T)
RHS-prop : (r : Rule) → ∃[ t : T ] (projR
∃[ B : N ] ∃[ C : N ] (projR r ≡
RHS-prop = fromSq (
(Π r ∈ listableRule ,
∃ t ∈ listableT , projR r =RHS? [ inj2
]-dec
(Π r ∈ listableRule ,
∃ B ∈ listableN ,
∃ C ∈ listableN , projR r =RHS? [ inj1

r ≡ [ inj2 t ] ) ]
[ inj1 B , inj1 C ])

t ])

B , inj1 C ]))

S-prop : (r : Rule) → ¬ inj1 h’A’i ∈ projR r
S-prop = fromSq (Π r ∈ listableRule , (inj1 h’A’i) ∈? projR r)
The combinator ]-dec establishes that, if we can decide P a and Q a for every a,
then P a ] Q a is also decidable. The operator _=RHS?_ is a decider of equality
for List (N ] T), which can be trivially derived from the equality deciders of N
and T.
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2.7

Conclusions

In this section, we studied listability of sets in the constructive setting. We observed that listability (i.e., that a set can be completely enumerated in a list) implies decidable equality and that certain simple variations of this definition are all
equivalent. Next, we explained how squashing of decidable predicates allowed us
to implement a library of combinators for programming with listable sets. Using
the library, the programmer has never to supply list membership proofs and the
combinators are able to traverse the enumerating list of the set to check decidable
properties of its elements. We also described an approach to concise definition of
new listable sets.
We will use this library in the next section to deal with finite sets of terminals,
nonterminals, and production rules.
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3

CYK parsing of context-free languages

In this section (following Paper II), we implement in Agda the parsing technique
which is attributed to J. Cocke, D. H. Younger, and T. Kasami, who independently
discovered variations of the method known as the Cocke–Younger–Kasami algorithm (CYK).
The CYK algorithm [52] belongs to the family of bottom-up methods which
grow a parse tree from the input string up towards the start nonterminal. This
algorithm works only on context-free grammars in Chomsky normal form.
From among many other parsing algorithms, we decided to focus on the CYK
method because of its simple and elegant structure. The descriptions found in
literature usually divide CYK parsing into two phases. The first phase of the algorithm constructs a table establishing which nonterminals derive which substrings
of the given string. This is the recognition phase, which also determines whether
the input string can be derived from the start nonterminal. The second phase
uses the recognition table and the grammar to construct derivations of the string’s
substrings. We digress slightly from the classical approach and combine the two
phases into one by using tables over sets of parse trees.
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 present the definitions of a context-free grammar in Chomsky normal form, the parsing relation, and the naive version of the CYK algorithm.
In Section 3.3, we show that the algorithm is correct. Section 3.4 is devoted to
discharging the obligations of the termination checker. Finally, Section 3.5 reports
how memoization can be introduced systematically into the naive implementation,
yielding the intended performance while retaining the correctness guarantee.
The Agda development corresponding to the content of this section is located
in the module CYK of the accompanying code.

3.1

Context-free grammars and parsing relation

In this section, we slightly digress from our previous approach to defining contextfree grammars. Initially, in Paper II, we modeled finite sets of terminals, nonterminals and productions with lists. Now we want to work with listable sets as this
approach allows to use the full power of the previously developed combinators for
finite sets.
We start by giving a fully formal definition of a grammar. We assume some
sets for N and T for nonterminals and terminals respectively. Both types must
come with decidable equality:
_=N?_ : DecEq N
_=T?_ : DecEq T
The rules of a grammar are specified by a finite subset of N × List (N ] T).
So, before giving a formal definition of a grammar we provide some handy synonyms:
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nt = N → N ] T
nt = inj1
tm : T → N ] T
tm = inj2
String = List T
RHS = List (N ] T)
RB = N × RHS
Moreover, decidable equalities _=N?_ and _=T?_ induce decidable equality on RB
(denoted by _=RB?_).
A context-free grammar in Chomsky normal form is a record of type
GrammarCNF specifying the rules as the description of a subset of the set RB, a
Boolean flag nullable indicating whether the language of the grammar contains
the empty string, and a nonterminal S as the start nonterminal. Moreover, the
record also contains proofs attesting normality of the grammar, i.e., that the nonterminal S never appears on the right hand side of a rule and that the right hand
side of any rule is either a single terminal or pair of nonterminals.
record GrammarCNF : Set1 where
field
Rule-Desc : FinSubDesc RB _=RB?_ true
S : N
nullable : Bool
RHS-prop
→ ∃[
∃[
S-prop :

: (r : Rule)
t : T ] (projR r ≡ [ tm t ]) ]
B : N ] ∃[ C : N ] (projR r ≡ [ nt B , nt C ])
(r : Rule) → nt S ∈
/ projR r

Rule : Set
Rule = Elem Rule-Desc
Rs : Listable Rule
Rs = lstblElem Rule-Desc
_=R?_ : DecEq Rule
_=R?_ = deqElem RuleDesc
projL : Rule → N
projL (r , _) = proj1 r
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projR : Rule → RHS
projR (r , _) = proj2 r
Moreover, the definition of GrammarCNF defines a derived field Rule as the set
of all elements of subset described by Rule-Desc, a derived field Rs as the proof
of listability of Rule, and also projections for the left and right hand sides of the
rules.
To avoid notational clutter, we denote a rule r as A −→ rhs if projL r ≡ A
and projR r ≡ rhs. The rules for which projR r ≡ [ nt B, nt C ] will
be denoted as A −→ B , C. The rules for which projR r ≡ [ tm t ] will be
denoted as A −→ t. According to RHS-prop, these are the only possible shapes
of rules allowed in GrammarCNF.
In this section, we assume one fixed grammar G in the context, so we use the
fields of the grammar record directly, e.g., S and nullable instead of S G and
nullable G for some given G.
Next, for any given string s we define the parsing relation of its substrings as
an inductive predicate on two naturals.
data _[_,_)I_ (s : String) : N → N → N → Set where
...
The proposition s [ i, j )I A states that the substring of s from the i-th position (inclusive) to the j-th (exclusive) is derivable from nonterminal A. Proofs of
this proposition are parse trees. The parsing relation has three constructors:
1. If the nullable flag is set, then the constructor empt constructs a parse tree
for the empty string, namely, for any i we have s [ i, i )I S.
2. If the grammar contains a rule A −→ a for some nonterminal A and a terminal a, then given that the i-th position of a string s is occupied by a, the
constructor sngl builds a parse tree for the substring between i and suc i,
i.e. we have s [ i, suc i )I A.
3. If t1 is a derivation of the substring between positions i and j starting
from nonterminal B, t2 is a parse tree for the substring between j and k
from nonterminal C and the grammar contains a rule A −→ B , C, then
the constructor cons combines those trees into a derivation of the substring
between i and k starting from A.
According to item 1 above, the start nonterminal may be used to construct a parse
tree for the empty string. Therefore it is crucial that each grammar comes with a
proof S-prop that the start nonterminal never appears on the right hand sides of
any rule. As a consequence of this restriction, every string in the language of the
grammar has only finitely many parse trees.
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3.2

CYK parsing algorithm

The CYK algorithm first concentrates on substrings of the input string, the shortest
substrings first, and then works its way up. The derivations of substrings of length
1 can be read directly from the grammar, i.e., they are given by rules of shape
A −→ a.
Next, if we are about to parse a string s of a longer length l, then we know
that at the root of the parse tree a rule of the shape A −→ B , C must be used.
Moreover, B has to derive the first part (which is non-empty) and C the rest (also
non-empty). Therefore B must derive s [ 0, k )I B, likewise C must derive
s [ k, l )I C. Determining whether such a k exists is easy: just try all possibilities from the range from 1 to l - 1.
To start implementing this algorithm in Agda, we introduce a new type Mtrx
which is parameterized by a string s:
Mtrx : String → Set
Mtrx s = List (∃[i : N] ∃[j : N] ∃[A : N] s [ i, j )I A)
The definition says that Mtrx s is a list of all possible parse trees of substrings
of s. Since each tree is parameterized by two natural numbers, Mtrx s is a linear
representation of a two-dimensional matrix, hence the name. Next, we define the
product of two matrices:
_*_ : {s : String} → Mtrx s → Mtrx s → Mtrx s
m1 * m2 = { (i, k, A, cons t1 t2 ) | (i, j, B, t1 ) ← m1 ,
(j, k, C, t2 ) ← m2 , (A −→ B , C) ← proj1 Rs }
The definition mimics the standard definition of multiplication of matrices over
real numbers. Namely, in the product m1 * m2 , the parse trees from nonterminal
A of the substring between positions i and j are composed from all parse trees
from nonterminal B of substrings between i and k and from nonterminal C of
substrings between k and j such that the rule A −→ B , C is in the grammar.
Each string s gives rise to an initial matrix. The initial matrix for s contains
all the trees of type s [ i, suc i )I A. Recall that, to construct a tree of that
type, we must use the second constructor of the definition of parse trees, which
says that there must be a rule A −→ t in the grammar and the terminal t must be
located at the i-th position of s. We denote the initial matrix by m-init s.
Next, we say that, to “raise” m to the n-th “power”, we must compute the
product of m raised to k and m raised to n - k for every nonzero k so that k < n.
pow : {s : String} → Mtrx s → N → Mtrx s
pow {s} 0 m = if nullable
then { (i, i, S, empt i) | i ← [0 ... length s) }
else []
pow 1 m = m
pow n m = { t | k ← [1 ... n), t ← pow k m * pow (n - k) m }
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The intuition for this function is that pow s n computes all the parse trees of
substrings of s of length n. For substrings longer than one, we choose the position of a split k from the range [1 ... n), then parse the left and right parts
of the substring recursively, and finally assemble the subtrees by multiplying the
corresponding matrices.
Finally, we can define an interface function for CYK parsing by rising the
initial matrix to the power of length s.
cyk-parse : (s : String) → Mtrx s
cyk-parse s = pow (m-init s) (length s)

3.3

Correctness

The algorithm is correct if it assigns to a string the same parse trees as the parsing
relation. We break the correctness statement down into soundness and completeness.
Soundness in the sense that pow (m-init s) n produces good parse trees
of substrings of s is immediate by typing. With minimal reasoning we can also
conclude that the n-th power produces strings of length n:
sound : (s : String) → (i j n : N) → (A : N)
→ (t : s [ i, j )I A) → (i, j, A, t) ∈ pow (m-init s) n
→ j ≡ n + i
Next, we must show that, if some substring of s of length n is in the grammar,
then it will definitely appear in the result of pow (m-init s) n:
complete : (s : String) → (i n : N) → (A : N)
→ (t : s [ i, n + i )I A)
→ (i, n + i, A, t) ∈ pow (m-init s) n
Due to the simple recursive structure of parsing function, the proofs of soundness and completeness are also rather straightforward. Both theorems are proved
by induction on the parse tree.

3.4

Termination

Another important aspect is termination. For the logic of Agda to be consistent, all
functions must be terminating. This is statically checked by Agda’s termination
checker. So it is the duty of a programmer to provide sufficiently convincing
arguments. This section describes the classical approach for proving termination
based on well-founded relations [37].
The definition of pow given above makes two recursive calls to itself with arguments k and n - k where k comes from the range [1 ... n). Morally, we
understand that the function is terminating, but to convince Agda’s type checker
we have to explain that we make recursive calls along a well-founded relation.
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Classically, we can say that a relation is well-founded, if it contains no infinite
descending chains. An adequate constructive version uses the notion of accessibility.
An element x of a set X is called accessible with respect to some relation _≺_,
if all elements related to x are accessible. Crucially, this definition is to be read
inductively.
data Acc {X : Set}(_≺_: X → X → Set)(x : X) : Set where
acc : ((y : X) → y ≺ x → Acc _≺_ y) → Acc _≺_ x
A relation can be said to be well-founded, if all elements in the carrier set are
accessible.
Well-founded : {X : Set}(_≺_: X → X → Set) → Set
Well-founded = (x : X) → Acc _≺_ x
And we can prove that relation _<_ on natural numbers is well-founded.
<-wf : Well-founded _<_
Finally, we must update the definition of function the pow. First, we observe
that, for the function call pow m n, the recursive calls have shapes pow n m k
and pow m (n - k), where k comes from the interval [1...n). Therefore, we
prove following two lemmas:
<-lemma1 : (k : N) → k ∈ [1 · · · n) → k < n
<-lemma2 : (k : N) → k ∈ [1 · · · n) → n - k < n
By adding the accessibility proof as an additional argument and using it with
<-lemma1 and <-lemma2 at the recursive calls, we discharge the obligations of
the termination checker.

3.5

Memoization

Without memoization our implementation involves excessive recomputation of
the matrices pow m n. To avoid recomputation of intermediate results, we implement a memoized version of the pow function.
We introduce a type of memo tables. A memo table can record some powers
of m as entries; we allow only valid entries.
MemTbl : {s : String} → Mtrx s → Set
MemTbl {s} m = (n : N) → Maybe (∃[m’ : Mtrx s] m’ ≡ pow m n)
In our implementation, extracting elements from the memo table takes time proportional to the number of elements in it. (Imperative implementations could do
that in constant time.)
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We introduce a function pow-tbl that is like pow, except that it expects to
get some element tbl of MemTbl m as an argument. Instead of making recursive
calls, it looks up matrices in the given memo table tbl. If the required matrix is
not there, it falls back to pow. At this stage we do not worry about where to get a
memo table from; we just assume that we have one given.
pow-tbl : {s : String} → (m : Mtrx s)
→ N → MemTbl m → Mtrx s
pow-tbl s m n tbl = if n < 2 then mt n
else { t | k ← [1 ... n),
t ← mt k * mt (n - k) }
where
mt n = maybe (pow m n) fst (tbl n)
The next step is to prove that pow and pow-tbl compute propositionally equal
results.
pow≡pow-tbl : {s : String} → (m : Mtrx s) → (n : N)
→ (tbl : MemTbl m) → pow-tbl m n tbl ≡ pow m n
Now we have to find a way to actually build memo tables with intermediate
results together with the proofs that they coincide with the matrices returned by
pow. We implement a function which iteratively computes the powers pow m n of
an argument matrix m, where i ≤ n ≤ i + j for given i and j, remembering
all intermediate results.
pow-mem : {s : String} → (m : Mtrx s) → N
→ N → MemTbl m → Mtrx s
pow-mem m i zero
tbl = pow-tbl m i tbl
pow-mem m i (suc j) tbl = pow-mem m (suc i) j tbl’
where
tbl’ p = if p == i
then just (pow-tbl m i tbl, pow≡pow-tbl m i tbl)
else tbl p)
The function pow-mem calls itself with ever more filled memo tables starting from
lower powers. Observe how the theorem pow≡pow-tbl is now used to ensure the
correctness of each new memo table tbl’.
Finally, the memoized function for CYK parsing can be defined as follows:
cyk-parse-mem : (s : String) → Mtrx s
cyk-parse-mem s =
pow-mem (m-init s) 0 (length s) (λ _ → nothing)
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3.6

Example

In this section, we illustrate some aspects of the functions developed. For the
sake of an example, we define a recognizer function that counts the number of
derivations for a given string.
cyk-recognizer : String → N
cyk-recognizer s = length (cyk-parse-mem s)
We use the grammar that was defined in the previous section, but package it
into a record G:
G : GrammarCNF
G = record {
Rule-Desc = Rule-Desc ;
S = h’A’i ;
nullable = false ;
RHS-prop = RHS-prop ;
S-prop = S-prop
}
The language of G (i.e., derivations from the start nonterminal) consists of strings
of terminal 1 of length greater than or equal to 2. The strings 1111 and 11101
have respectively one and zero derivations:
parse1 : cyk-recognizer G [ h’1’i, h’1’i, h’1’i, h’1’i ] ≡ 1
parse1 = refl
parse2 : cyk-recognizer G [ h’1’i, h’1’i, h’0’i, h’1’i ] ≡ 0
parse2 = refl
Note that the first argument supplied to cyk-recognizer is the grammar G. This
is because all of the development in this section is parameterized by a particular
CFG.
Alternatively, we can define a CFG G’ with the following rules:
Rule-Desc’ = fsd-nodup [
,
,

h’A’i −→ [ nt h’B’i, nt h’B’i ]
h’B’i −→ [ nt h’B’i, nt h’B’i ]
h’B’i −→ [ tm h’1’i ] ]

The languages of G and G’ are the same. However, G’ is an ambiguous grammar
while G is unambiguous. The consequence is that the strings in the language of G’
have exponentially many derivations:
parse3 : cyk-recognizer G’ [ h’1’i, h’1’i, h’1’i, h’1’i ] ≡ 5
parse3 = refl
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3.7

Conclusions

In this section, we implemented the CYK parsing algorithm for context-free grammars. The algorithm was implemented by correctness-preserving refinement from
the naive version of the algorithm which is inefficient but for which the correctness is easily provable. The refinement strategy helps in gradual introduction of
performance-related aspects of the algorithm and modularizing the overall correctness proof.
The CYK algorithm operates on grammars in Chomsky normal form. To be
able to use our code on arbitrary context-free grammars, in the next section we
implement normalization of grammars.
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4

Normalization of context-free grammars

In this section (summarizing Paper III), we prove in Agda the classical theorem
that every context-free grammar can be transformed into an equivalent one (i.e.,
giving rise to the same language) in Chomsky normal form. This is accomplished
by a sequence of four transformations.
We prove formally that each of these transformations is correct in the sense
of making progress toward normality and preserving the language of the given
grammar. Also, we show that the right sequence of these transformations leads to
a grammar that is indeed in Chomsky normal form, since each next transformation
preserves the normality properties established by the previous ones, and accepts
the same language as the original grammar. In our constructive setting, we can
arrange our formalization so that soundness and completeness proofs are functions
converting between parse trees in the normalized and original grammars.
The full normalization transformation for a CFG is the composition of the
following constituent transformations [26]:
1. elimination of all ε-rules (i.e., rules of the form A −→ ε);
2. elimination all unit rules (i.e., rules of the form A −→ B);
3. replacing all rules A −→ X1 X2 ... Xk where k ≥ 3 with rules
A −→ X1 A1 , A1 −→ X2 A2 , Ak-2 −→ Xk-1 Xk where Ai are “fresh” nonterminals;
4. for each terminal a, adding a new rule A −→ a where A is a fresh nonterminal and replacing a in the right-hand sides of all rules with length at least
two with A.
In Section 4.1, we give a definition of the parsing relation for grammars in
general form. In Section 4.2, we describe the elimination of unit rules and the
correctness properties of this transformation. The other three transformations are
defined and proved correct similarly. In Section 4.3, we explain how to achieve
full normalization after implementing and proving the correctness properties of
all four transformations by appropriately chaining them together and establishing
that every next transformation preserves the normality aspects achieved by the
previous ones. Finally, in Section 4.4, we connect the normalization of a grammar
and CYK parsing to achieve correct fully general context-free parsing.
The Agda development corresponding to the content of this section is located
in the modules CNF and GeneralParsing of the accompanying code.

4.1

Parsing relation

In the previous section, we defined the type GrammarCNF for grammars in Chomsky normal form and the parsing relation tuned for CYK algorithm and CNF gram45

mars. Now, we define grammars and the parsing relation for grammars in general
form:
record Grammar : Set1 where
field
Rule-Desc : FinSubDesc RB _=RB?_ true
S : N
Rule : Set
Rule = Elem Rule-Desc
Rs : Listable Rule
Rs = lstblElem Rule-Desc
_=R?_ : DecEq Rule
_=R?_ = deqElem RuleDesc
projL : Rule → N
projL (r , _) = proj1 r
projR : Rule → RHS
projR (r , _) = proj2 r
The type Grammar differs from GrammarCNF by not having the nullability flag,
and by the restrictions on the start nonterminal and on the right hand sides of the
productions. As in previous section, we assume types N and T for nonterminals and
terminals together with decidable equality on their elements. Decidable equalities
on N and T give rise to decidable equality on N × List (N ] T) denoted by
_=RB?_. We also denote a rule r : Rule as A −→ rhs if projL r ≡ A and
projR r ≡ rhs.
Since some of the passes of normalization require generation of fresh nonterminals, it is better to have N infinite. For more details on that matter, we refer to
Section 5 of Paper III.
The datatype of parse trees (abstract syntax trees) is parameterized by a grammar G and indexed by a root nonterminal and a string (list of terminals to parse):
mutual
Tree (G : Grammar) : N → String → Set
Forest (G : Grammar) : RHS → String → Set
In general, the type Tree G A s collects all parse trees for a string s with respect
to a grammar G and a nonterminal A at the root. The auxiliary type Forest G rhs s
collects all parse forests for a string s whose constituent individual parse trees are
rooted at the symbols in rhs.
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To construct a tree of type Tree G A s, we must choose a rule A −→ rhs
of the type Rule from G and provide a forest Forest G rhs s of trees starting
from the nonterminals of rhs. The terminals of rhs are treated as leaves and the
concatenation of all leaves of the tree must result in the string s.
In our original Paper III, the grammar was modelled simply by a list of rules
Rs. Therefore, the constructor of Tree took a rule r together with a proof that
r ∈ Rs. This made the resulting parse trees have proofs of list membership to
appear at every node. Additionally, in such a solution parse trees become invalid,
when the original list of rules changes slightly. Now, we avoid the problems of
dealing with lists and explicit positions in lists by using listable sets defined by
descriptions of finite subsets.

4.2

Unit rule elimination

A single step of unit rule elimination is made by the function nu-step:
nu-step : Grammar → N → Grammar
Compared to the grammar G, in the grammar nu-step G A, every rule of the form
B −→ [ nt A ] is replaced with all rules of the form B −→ rhs’ where rhs’
stands for a right-hand side such that A −→ rhs’ is in G and rhs’ 6≡ [ nt A ].
The computation is based on the underlying descriptions Rule-Desc G of the rule
set.
Now, full unit rule elimination is achieved by applying this procedure to all
nonterminals:
norm-u : Grammar → Grammar
norm-u G = foldl nu-step G (NTs G)
The function NTs returns an enumeration of all nonterminals used in a given grammar.
The correctness of this transformation can be divided into progress, soundness
and completeness.
Progress First, it must be shown that nu-step achieves some progress towards
normality of the grammar:
nu-step-progress : (G : Grammar) → (B : N)
→ (r : Rule (nu-step G B)) → projR r 6≡ [ nt B ]
This lemma states that there is no rule with the right-hand side [ nt B ] in the
grammar nu-step G B. The progress lemma for the norm-u is a trivial consequence:
nu-progress : (G : Grammar) → (r : Rule (norm-u G))
→ (A : N) → projR r 6≡ [ nt A ]
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Soundness Second, nu-step is sound, namely, any parse tree of a string s in
the transformed grammar should be parsable in the original grammar.
nu-step-sound : (G : Grammar) → (A B : N) → (s : String)
→ Tree (nu-step G B) A s → Tree G A s
The straightforward lifting of this lemma gives soundness of norm-u
nu-sound : (G : Grammar) → (A : N) → (s : String)
→ Tree (norm-u G) A s → Tree G A s
Completeness Third, any string parsable in the original grammar is parsable in
the transformed one.
nu-step-complete : (G : Grammar) → (A B : N) → (s : String)
→ Tree G A s → Tree (nu-step G B) A s
This property induces completeness of norm-u:
nu-complete : (G : Grammar) → (A : N) → (s : String)
→ Tree G A s → Tree (norm-u G) A s

4.3

Full normalization and correctness

As we discussed previously, full normalization consists of four separate grammar
transformations suitably chained together. Unit rule elimination (norm-u) was described above. Epsilon rule elimination (denoted by norm-e) removes rules with
an empty right-hand side. The transformation norm-l transforms a grammar so
that the right-hand sides of all rules contain at most two symbols. The transformation norm-t modifies a grammar so that the right-hand sides longer that one
symbol do not contain terminals.
The correctness properties proved for norm-e, norm-t, and norm-l are similar to the correctness properties of norm-u. However, there are some subtleties.
The transformation norm-e removes all epsilon rules, therefore, the empty word
cannot belong to the language of the transformed grammar. So, completeness of
the norm-e transformation holds only for non-empty strings.
ne-complete : (G : Grammar) → (A : N) → (s : String)
→ s 6= [] → Tree Rs A s → Tree (norm-e G) A s
In the next section, we describe how the restriction on s can be removed for the
start nonterminal by converting grammars to the type GrammarCNF which has the
nullability flag.
Another subtlety is that, to achieve their goals, the transformations norm-l and
norm-t may need to introduce fresh nonterminals into the result grammar. This
means that soundness for these transformations holds only for trees that are rooted
by nonterminals from the original grammar.
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nl-sound : (G : Grammar) → (A : N) → (s : String)
→ A ∈ NTs G → Tree (norm-l G) A s → Tree G A s
Finally, the full normalization function is defined simply by composition:
norm : Grammar → Grammar
norm = norm-u ◦ norm-e ◦ norm-t ◦ norm-l
The function norm is the composition of the four transformations we have introduced. The order in which these transformations are chained matters. For example, norm-e can add new unit rules, so norm-u must be performed after norm-e.
Progress To prove progress of norm, we must establish that each transformation
preserves the progress made by previous ones. For example, it can be easily seen
that, since norm-e never introduces new right-hand sides to the transformed grammar, it is clear that the progress achieved by norm-t and norm-l is preserved.
After having formalized the preservation of progress for all transformations,
we prove that the grammar norm G is in Chomsky normal form.
norm-progress : (G : Grammar) → (r : Rule (norm G))
→ (∃[ B C ∈ N ] projR r ≡ [ nt B, nt C ]) ]
(∃[ a ∈ T ] projR r ≡ [ tm a ])
Soundness To show soundness of norm, we only need to chain the soundness
results of the individual transformations:
norm-snd : (G : Grammar) → (s : String) → (A : N)
→ A ∈ NTs G → Tree (norm G) A s → Tree G A s
Completeness As in the case of soundness, completeness of norm is proved by
chaining the completeness results of the constituent transformations:
norm-cmplt : (G : Grammar) → (s : String) → (A : N)
→ s 6≡ [] → Tree G A s → Tree (norm G) A s

4.4

General context-free parsing

Now, we can implement a function that converts any general context-free grammar
to a grammar in Chomsky normal form.
toCNF : Grammar → GrammarCNF
The conversion simply uses the function norm on its argument and then
norm-progress establishes a property of the right-hand sides. Also, if the start
nonterminal appears in the right-hand sides of the rules of norm G, then a fresh
start nonterminal S’ must be created and, for every rule S G −→ rhs, the rule
S’ −→ rhs must be added to the resulting CNF grammar. This will guarantee
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that the fresh nonterminal S’ never appears on the right. CNF grammars additionally have a Boolean field nullable that indicates whether the empty word is in
the language or not. Therefore, the nullability flag is set accordingly to whether
the start nonterminal is nullable.
The language of a grammar is a collection of all strings parsable from the start
nonterminal:
TreeS : Grammar → String → Set
TreeS G s = Tree (Rs G) (S G) s
TreeSCNF : GrammarCNF → String → Set
TreeSCNF G s = let [_,_)I_ = [_,_)I_ G in
[ 0 , length s )I (S G)
(The definition of TreeSCNF must deal with the fact that parse trees for CNF
grammars are parameterized by a global grammar G. Therefore, we must supply
it as a first argument.)
We can now show that the languages of the original and normalized grammars
are same:
complete : (s : String) → TreeS G s → TreeSCNF (toCNF G) s
sound : (s: String) →

TreeSCNF (toCNF G) s → TreeS G s

Finally, we can implement the function for general context-free grammar parsing:
cyk-parse-gen : (G : Grammar) → (s : String)
→ List (TreeS G s)
General context-free parsing is done in three steps. First, the original grammar G
is normalized into a grammar G’. Next, the CYK algorithm is used to get a list
of parse trees of s. Finally, the trees from start nonterminals of G’ in normalized
grammar are converted to the original grammar by using the function sound.
The final correctness property is
cyk-parse-gen-correct : (G : Grammar) → (s : String)
→ (t : TreeS G s)
→ ∃[ t’ ∈ TreeS G s ] t’ ∈ cyk-parse-gen G s
We must remark that the number of parse trees for a string s of a general grammar
G can be infinite. Therefore, given a tree t : TreeS G s, we cannot always imply t ∈ cyk-parse-gen G s. Therefore, the correctness proof states only that,
if string s is in the language of the grammar, then we can construct some parse
trees of s. In the future work section, we discuss that there is a close correspondence between the trees t and t’, namely, the tree t’ is a “normalized” version
of the tree t.
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4.5

Example

Let us define the following unambiguous context-free grammar for arithmetic expressions made up of addition, multiplication and digits 0 and 1:
_−→_ : {A B : Set} → A → B → A × B
_−→_ = _,_
G : Grammar
G = record {
S = "E" ;
Rule-Desc = fsd-plain rules
}
where
rules = [ "E" −→ [ nt "T" , nt "P" , nt "E" ]
, "E" −→ [ nt "T" ]
, "T"
, "T"

−→ [ nt "F" , nt "M" , nt "T" ]
−→ [ nt "F" ]

, "F"
, "F"

−→ [ tm ’0’ ]
−→ [ tm ’1’ ]

, "P" −→ [ tm ’+’ ]
, "M" −→ [ tm ’*’ ] ]
(The _−→_ is a synonym for product constructor.) By using the unit rules, the
grammar G encodes the right associativity of addition and multiplication, and the
precedence of multiplication over addition.
Now, when we execute the function cyk-parse-gen G on the string "1+1*0",
we get the following parse tree:
E
T P

E

F

T
F M T
F

1 + 1

*

0

However, let us look at how this result is computed. In the beginning, the
grammar G is normalized:
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normS G = record{
S = "N0" ;
Rule-Desc = fsd-plain rules’
}
where
rules’ = [ "N0" −→ [ nt "N1" , nt "E" ]
, "N0" −→ [ nt "N2" , nt "T" ]
, "N1" −→ [ nt "T" , nt "P" ]
, "N2" −→ [ nt "F" , nt "M" ]
, "E" −→ [ nt "N1" , nt "E" ]
, "E" −→ [ nt "N2" , nt "T" ]
, "T" −→ [ nt "N2" , nt "T" ]
,
,
,
,
,
,

"E"
"E"
"F"
"F"
"T"
"T"

−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→

[
[
[
[
[
[

tm
tm
tm
tm
tm
tm

’0’
’1’
’0’
’1’
’0’
’1’

]
]
]
]
]
]

, "P" −→ [ tm ’+’ ]
, "M" −→ [ tm ’*’ ] ]
It can be seen easily that the grammar normS G is in normal form. There are three
fresh nonterminals – N0, N1 and N2. The start nonterminal changed, because the
previous one E appeared in the right-hand sides of some rules.
Next, the CYK algorithm uses the normalized grammar to perform parsing.
The parse tree of the string "1+1*0" for the grammar normS G looks as follows:
N0
E

N1
T P

N2

T

F M

1 + 1

*

0

By looking at that tree we can figure out the reason why each new rule was introduced into the normalized grammar. The function sound “undoes” the effect of
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normalization to get a parse tree for the grammar G.

4.6

Conclusions

The goal of this section was to implement a certified normalization procedure
for context-free grammars. We started by defining the general parsing relation
and a record type for context-free grammars with a distinguished start nonterminal. Then we explained that the normalization transformation can be decomposed into four simpler transformations. Next we described unit rule elimination
and explained that each transformation must preserve the language of the original grammar (soundness and completeness proofs), achieve the progress towards
normalization and preserve the progress of earlier transformations.
Since the proofs are done constructively, one can execute an instance of the
soundness proof to convert a parse tree for transformed grammar to a parse tree for
the original grammar. This is a situation typical of Agda formalizations: we prove
a theorem and its proof also serves as the function that we are really interested in
from the programming perspective.
Finally, we combined CYK parsing and normalization of grammars into a certified parsing algorithm for general context-free grammars.
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5

Related work

In this section, we continue to discuss the related work. We also give some account
of the papers that appeared subsequent to our publications. Some of those also
mention our work.
Many attempts were made to formalize the theory of formal languages. We
start by describing some of the earliest we could find. Kreitz [30] gave a formalization of pumping lemma for the theory of finite automata in the Nuprl system.
Courant and Filliâtre worked on the theory of regular and context-free languages
in Coq [16, 22]. Among other results, they showed that all context-free languages
can be recognized by pushdown automata and that context-free languages are
closed under the union. Constable et al. [14] formalized the theory of regular
languages in Nuprl and proved the Myhill–Nerode theorem. It is worth noticing
that all of the three above mentioned developments were carried out in the setting
of constructive type theory. Nipkow [36] provided a verified lexical analyzer implemented in Isabelle/HOL. Isabelle/HOL is not constructive, but the author took
care to ensure that most of the definitions are executable.
The interest toward formalization of parsing started to grow after some substantial work was done in the field of certified compilation. The paper [32] by
Leroy discussed the full verification of compilation of a subset of C language using Coq. Strecker [48] also reported on compiler verification for C0. However,
the verified phases of a compiler did not include lexing and parsing. Thereby,
some demand was created for formalization and verification of parsing algorithms.
Barthwal and Norrish [9, 6] presented a verified SLR parser generator for CFGs
that is able to handle a subset of unambiguous grammars. Jourdan et al. [27]
focused on LR grammars which is a wider class than SLR grammars. Danielsson
and Norell [17] implemented a library of parser combinators in Agda for grammars without left recursion.
None of the previously mentioned formalized developments can parse general
context-free languages. Earley [21] gave a description of an efficient general parsing algorithm for CFGs. It was shown that Earley’s algorithm has the same worstcase time complexity as the CYK approach, but outperforms it on some classes
of context-free grammars. The correspondence between Earley’s and the CYK
algorithms was properly analyzed by Graham and Harrison [24]. Ridge [44] used
techniques from Earley’s parsing and produced a generic parser generator with
proofs of correctness in HOL4. However, the time complexity of the memoized
version of the implemented parser was estimated to be O(n5 ). In his latest work
[45], Ridge showed that the performance issue can be fixed and devised a fully
verified parser that also has good practical performance.
Barthwal and Norrish [9, 6] formalized SLR parsing using the HOL4 proof
assistant (SLR grammars are a subset of LR(1) grammars). They constructed an
SLR parser for context-free grammars, and proved it to be sound and complete.
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The formalization of the SLR parser was done in over 20 000 lines of code. Our
implementation of the CYK parser is less than 2000 loc.
Also, Barthwal and Norrish [7, 6] described a formalization of the Chomsky
and Greibach normal forms for context-free grammars with the HOL4 theorem
prover. They showed how to solve the problems which arise from mechanizing
the straightforward pen and paper proofs. The non-constructive setting gave the
advantage of the power of extensional and classical reasoning, but also the significant drawback that it did not deliver actual functions for normalizing grammars
or converting parse trees between grammars. More precisely, the transformations
were described in a relational style. Also, the authors mentioned that they did
not want to work constructively, as this had the advantage of reasoning extensionally about sets. The formalization of normal forms (Chomsky and Greibach) by
Barthwal and Norrish were done in about 14000 lines of code with 700 lemmas
and theorems. For comparison, our formalization (CNF only) is less than 4800
loc.
Recently, Barthwal and Norrish [8] continued formalization of general contextfree language theory in HOL4. They proved that pushdown automata and contextfree grammars accept the same languages and used this result to show some closure properties of context-free languages such as union and concatenation.
Valiant’s algorithm [50] is an extension of the CYK algorithm and computes
the same parsing table as the CYK algorithm. However, Valiant showed that the
parsing problem is reducible to Boolean matrix multiplication. A formalization
of Valiant’s algorithm in Agda was originally carried out by Sjöblom [47]. Later,
Bernardy and Jansson [11] reimplemented Valiant’s algorithm for context-free
parsing in Agda. They presented an algebraic specification, an implementation,
and a proof of correctness. Their generalization of the algorithm can be used for
calculation of the multiplicative transitive closure of upper triangular matrices.
Bernardy and Claessen [10] showed that the divide and conquer structure of
Valiant’s parsing algorithm yields an efficient parallel algorithm. In particular,
if the input is hierarchic, then the conquer step can be computed faster than is
required by matrix multiplication.
Boolean grammars are an extension of context-free grammars, in which the
rules may contain conjunction and negation of several right-hand sides. Conjunction and negation are used to specify the intersection and complement of languages. Okhotin [40] showed how to extend Valiant’s algorithm to parse Boolean
grammars.
Ramos and de Queiroz have performed a number of formalizations of theory
of context-free languages in Coq. The earliest paper [41] reported on the proofs
of the correctness of the concatenation, union and closure operations. They implemented [42] useless symbol elimination, inaccessible symbol elimination, unit
rules elimination and empty rules elimination operations and proved the implementation correct in the sense of preservation of the language generated by the
original grammar. In their most recent work, Ramos et al. [43] extended their
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development and proved the existence of Chomsky normal form for context-free
grammars and the pumping lemma for context-free languages.
The formalization of theory of regular languages is also actively developing.
In Paper V (the candidate’s master thesis work), we reported on a certified parser
generator for regular languages using matrix combinators. Braibant and Pous [13]
developed a tactic for deciding Kleene algebras in Coq. Coquand and Siles [15]
used Coq to develop a decision procedure for equivalence of regular languages
defined by regular expressions.
Moreira et al. [5, 33] implemented an algorithm in Coq which decides regular
expression equivalence through an iterated process of testing the equivalence of
their partial derivatives.
Doczkal et al. [19] presented a concise formalization of regular languages in
Coq. Among other results they gave a minimization algorithm for DFAs and
prove its uniqueness. Also they implemented functions that translate regular expressions to DFAs and NFAs and proved correctness of these transformations.
Later, Doczkal and Smolka [20] also verified translations from two-way automata
to one-way automata. The translation uses a constructive variant of the MyhillNerode theorem. The authors noted that their formalization makes extensive use
of countable and finite types provided by Coq/Ssreflect.
Korkut et al. [29] implemented Harper’s matching algorithm [25] for regular
expressions. They illustrated how defunctionalization of the matcher allows Agda
to see termination without an explicit metric.
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6

Conclusions

In this section, we summarize the main points of the thesis and also discuss the
possible directions for future work.

6.1

Summary

In this thesis, we concentrated on formalizing the theory of context-free languages. We addressed the aspects related to definition of grammars, parsing and
normalization. To define a context-free grammar one needs to be able to specify
finite sets. We studied listability of sets in the constructive setting and implemented viable solutions to boilerplate-free programming with listable sets. One
insight there was that decidable predicates can be squashed losslessly. Based on
this idea, we devised an approach for defining new listable sets as subsets of a
base set by providing a list of elements of that set. Another important insight is
that listability of a set implies decidable equality. This allowed us to implement
a toolbox of combinators with the necessary preconditions checked automatically
during the type-checking phase.
Next, we implemented the CYK parsing algorithm for context-free grammars
in Chomsky normal form. Thanks to the simplicity of the algorithm and its restriction to normalized grammars, we were able to prove the correctness of our
implementation relatively straightforwardly. Moreover, we started with the functional, non-memoized version, which also eased our proofs. Then we defined certified memoization tables and developed a memoized version of algorithm based
on these tables with correctness preservation guarantees.
Finally, we implemented a certified normalization procedure for context-free
grammars. We followed the classical approach of defining normalization as the
composition of some small transformations in a certain order. For each transformation, we proved that it preserves the language of a grammar, achieves progress
towards normality, and preserves the progress made by previous transformations.
To prove preservation of the language, we proved soundness and completeness of
the transformation. Soundness tells us that any word in the language of the transformed grammar is also in the language of the original grammar. Completeness
goes in the opposite direction. Crucially, these proofs are constructive, so one can
execute an instance of the soundness proof to convert a parse tree for transformed
grammar to the parse tree for the original grammar.
When packaged together, this toolset allows one to concisely define a contextfree grammar, normalize it, perform CYK parsing and transform the resulting
parse trees into parse trees for original grammar.

6.2

Future work

An important property of normalized context-free grammars is that every string
has at most a finite number of derivations. General context-free grammars do
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not have that property, because of the unit and epsilon rules. In some cases, the
unit rules can be arranged in cycles and the empty word can have infinitely many
derivations. We believe that parse trees that differ only in these two aspects could
be treated as morally the same derivations and the smallest tree is a normal form.
We would like to prove that the conversion of a parse tree for the normalized
grammar to the original grammar returns normal trees. Then normalization of
parse trees by passing through the normalized grammar can be seen as a form of
normalization-by-evaluation.
An attribute grammar is a context-free grammar that has been extended to provide context-sensitive information by attaching attributes to some of its nonterminals. Computationally, an attribute grammar is a specification for attribute evaluation. However, it is easy to define grammars so that the dependency between
attributes will be cyclic, causing lazy demand-driven attribute evaluation to diverge. An attribute grammar is called cyclic, if it is viable to construct a parse
tree where an attribute of a particular node depends on itself. In the seminal paper on attribute grammars [28], Knuth gave an algorithm for deciding whether an
attribute grammar is cyclic or not. It seems possible to implement this algorithm
in Agda together with proofs of correctness (soundness and completeness). This
certified implementation of the acyclicity check could be then used to define a
provably terminating evaluator for acyclic attribute grammars. Our first steps in
this direction [23] were made by describing the cyclic paths on trees and showing
how cycles on trees can be decomposed into smaller cycles. Then we established
that this decomposition implies an induction principle for cycles. By using this decomposition and induction principle, we plan to implement the acyclicity checker
and prove that it is correct (sound and complete).
Another possible line for future research is disambiguation of parsing. An ambiguous context-free grammar defines a language where some strings have multiple derivations. In programming languages, the underlying CFGs are often ambiguous. A common example is the dangling “else” problem. In these cases, the
ambiguities are generally resolved by adding precedence rules. It could be useful to formalize disambiguation as a transformation of a CFG according to the
given set of precedence rules. Similarly to our work on normalization, soundness
of transformation will become an (executable) function converting the parse trees
from the transformed to the original grammar.
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Abstract
Context-free grammars are a widely used formalism in compiler construction for
defining the syntactical structure of programming languages. In this thesis, our
main goal is to implement and certify a parser generator for context-free languages. A parser generator takes a context-free grammar and returns a function
that tries to find a parse tree for a given string. A certified parser generator delivers
valid parse trees and will find one, if it exists, for the given context-free grammar.
There are different approaches to show that programs are correct: model
checking, axiomatic semantics, expressive type systems. We are interested in
constructive branches of logic. Proofs carried out within a constructive logic may
be considered as programs in a functional language. This is important because
of the possibility of extraction of the purported object from an existence proof.
Our work is done in the Agda dependently typed programming language. Agda
provides a single framework to write functional code and prove properties about
it.
The main constituents of a context-free grammar are finite sets of terminals,
nonterminals, and rules. Therefore, in the first part of the thesis, we investigate
various encodings and properties of finiteness in constructive mathematics. A
set is considered listable, if it can be completely enumerated in a list. We begin by showing that listable sets have decidable equality. This result allows us
to conclude that certain basic variations of listability are logically equivalent to
each other. We also develop a library of combinators to ease programming with
finite sets. The library includes combinators for concise definition of functions
on listable sets and a prover for quantified formulas over decidable properties on
listable sets. Additionally, we propose that new listable sets can be defined concisely by listing a subset of a base set with decidable equality.
The second part of the thesis is devoted to parsing. We implement and certify
the Cocke–Younger–Kasami algorithm, as it has a simple and elegant structure.
Moreover, the algorithm allows one to parse general context-free languages. The
relative simplicity contributes greatly to certifying the implementation. The naive
recursive encoding leads to excessive recomputations, but we recover the efficient
algorithm by introducing memoization. The refinement to the memoized version
is done in a provably correctness-preserving manner.
The downside of the CYK parsing algorithm is that it requires context-free
grammars in Chomsky normal form. The last part of the thesis focuses on normalization of context-free grammars. We divide normalization into four independent transformations. For each transformation, we prove that it achieves progress
towards normality and also preserves the language of the grammar. We also
show that the composition of transformations in the appropriate order converts
any context-free grammar into its Chomsky normal form. Moreover, the proof of
soundness of the normalization procedure is a function for converting any parse
tree for the normalized grammar back into a parse tree for the original grammar.
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Resümee
Kontekstivabad grammatikad on formalism, mida laialt kasutatakse programmeerimiskeelte süntaksi defineerimisel. Väitekirja peamiseks eesmärgiks on realiseerida ja sertifitseerida kontekstivabade grammatikate parsergeneraator. Parsergeneraator võtab kontekstivaba grammatika ja tagastab funktsiooni, mis stringide jaoks
püüab leida parsimispuid. Sertifitseeritud parsergeneraator tagastab ainult õigesti
moodustatud parsimispuid ja kindlasti leiab parsimispuu, kui see on olemas.
Leidub mitmeid viise, mis võimaldavad näidata programmide korrektsust:
mudelikontroll, aksiomaatiline semantika, tugevad tüübisüsteemid. Me oleme
huvitatud loogika konstruktiivsetest harudest. Konstruktiivse loogika tõestustest
võib mõelda kui programmidest funktsionaalses programmeerimiskeeles. See on
oluline, kuna eksistentsi tõestatusest on niisugusel puhul võimalik ekstraheerida
konkreetne leiduv objekt. Meie töö on tehtud Agdas, mis on sõltuvate tüüpidega funktsionaalprogrammeerimise keel. Agda oluline tugevus seisneb selles, et ta
pakub ühtset raamistikku nii programmeerimiseks kui ka omaduste tõestamiseks.
Kontekstivaba grammatika peamisteks komponentideks on lõplikud hulgad
terminalidest, mitteterminalidest ja reeglitest. Seetõttu töö esimeses osas uurime
me lõplike hulkade erinevaid definitsioone ja omadusi konstruktiivses matemaatikas. Hulk on lõplikult loetletav, kui eksisteerib lõplik loetelu, mis sisaldab kõik
selle hulga elemendid. Me alustame tõestusega, et kõik loetletavad hulgad omavad
lahenduvat võrdust. See tulemus võimaldab meid järeldada, et lõpliku loetletavuse teatud lihtsad variandid on kõik omavahel ekvivalentsed. Samuti arendame me
kombinaatorite teegi, mis lihtsustab lõplike hulkadega programmeerimist. Teek
sisaldab kombinaatoreid, mis võimaldavad lühidalt defineerida totaalseid funktsioone ja tõestada valemeid, mis on kvantifitseeritud üle lõplike hulkade. Lisaks
näitame me, et uusi lõplikke hulki saab lühidalt defineerida lahenduva võrdusega
baashulga alamhulga loetlemisega.
Teine osa väitekirjast on pühendatud parsimisele. Me otsustasime realiseerida ja sertifitseerida Cocke-Younger-Kasami algoritmi tema lihtsuse ja elegantsuse
tõttu. CYK algoritm võimaldab parsida kõiki kontekstivabu keeli. Algoritmi suhteline lihtsus hõlbustab sertifitseerimist. Algoritmi naiivne rekursiivne versioon
põhjustab liigseid korduvaid arvutusi, kuid soovitav efektiivne versioon on sellest hõlpsasti saavutatav memotabelite sissetoomisega. See peenendav üleminek
on tõestatavalt korrektsust säilitav.
CYK algoritm töötab ainult grammatikatega, mis on Chomsky normaalkujul.
Töö viimane osa on pühendatud grammatikate normaliseerimisele. Me jagame
normaliseerimise neljaks sõltumatuks teisenduseks. Iga teisenduse kohta me tõestame, et ta saavutab teatud progressi normaalkuju suunas ning säilitab algse grammatika keele. Samuti tõestame me, et nende teisenduste kompositsioon sobivas
järjekorras annab Chomsky normaalkuju. Konstruktiivsuse tõttu kujutab korrektsustõestus endast funktsiooni normaliseeritud grammatika mistahes parsimispuu
konverteerimiseks algse grammatika parsimispuuks.
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Abstract

with the function from [0..2) that sends 0 to false and 1 to true
together with a proof that this function is surjective.
In what follows, we define an example taken from quantum
computing [12], the Pauli group on 1 qubit (with the global phase
quotiented out), as a datatype with 4 nullary constructors. We also
implement equality decision and the group operation to highlight
the weak points of this straightforward approach and show the
boilerplate code that we would like to reduce.

Definitions of many mathematical structures used in computer science are parametrized by finite sets. To work with such structures
in proof assistants, we need to be able to explain what a finite set is.
In constructive mathematics, a widely used definition is listability:
a set is considered to be finite, if its elements can be listed completely. In this paper, we formalize different variations of this definition in the Agda programming language. We develop a toolbox
for boilerplate-free programming with finite sets that arise as subsets of some base set with decidable equality. Among other things
we implement combinators for defining functions from finite sets
and a prover for quantified formulas over decidable properties on
finite sets.

1.1

Extended Example

A finite set like the Pauli group can be defined as a datatype with a
nullary constructor for each element:
data Pauli : Set where
X : Pauli
Y : Pauli
Z : Pauli
I : Pauli

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.1 [Programming Techniques]: Applicative (Functional) Programming; D.2.4 [Software
Engineering]: Software/Program Verification—correctness proofs;
F.3.1 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Specifying and Verifying and Reasoning about Programs
Keywords certified programming; finite sets; dependently typed
programming; Agda; Kuratowski finiteness; Bishop finiteness

The constructors X, Y, Z, and I denote the four distinct elements of
the set Pauli.
To show that Pauli is finite (so that one can, for example,
iterate through all elements), we can provide a list:

1.

listPauli : List Pauli
listPauli = X :: Y :: Z :: I :: []

Introduction

Many definitions of structures used in computer science are parametrized by finite sets. For example, in the theory of formal languages, a deterministic finite automaton is defined as a 5-tuple

We can prove that the list is complete:
allPauli
allPauli
allPauli
allPauli
allPauli

M = (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F),
where Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite set of letters (alphabet),
δ is a transition function from Q × Σ to Q, q0 is an initial state
and F is a set of accepting states. To work with such concepts in
proof assistants like Agda [13], which is the language we use in
this paper, we need to be able to say what a finite set is.
One standard way to state that some set X is finite is to provide
a list containing all elements of X. In our example, if the alphabet
is binary (Σ := B,), then the list false :: true :: [] together
with a proof that every truth value is contained in this list establish
finiteness of Σ. Another (equivalent) option is to provide a surjection from the set [0..n) for some n ∈ N. In our case, we can do

:
X
Y
Z
I

(x : Pauli) → x ∈ listPauli
= here
= there here
= there (there here)
= there (there (there here))

(Here, here is a proof of x ∈ x :: xs; and there p is a proof of
x ∈ y :: xs, if p is a proof that x ∈ xs.)
We could also prove that this list does not contain duplicates,
but this is not mandatory.
We continue our example by implementing equality decision for
elements of Pauli:
_≡P?_
X ≡P?
X ≡P?
X ≡P?
X ≡P?
Y ≡P?
Y ≡P?
Y ≡P?
Y ≡P?
Z ≡P?
Z ≡P?
Z ≡P?
Z ≡P?
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:
X
Y
Z
I
X
Y
Z
I
X
Y
Z
I

(x1 x2
= inj1
= inj2
= inj2
= inj2
= inj2
= inj1
= inj2
= inj2
= inj2
= inj2
= inj1
= inj2

: Pauli) → x1 ≡ x2 ] ¬ (x1 ≡ x2 )
refl
λ()
λ()
λ()
λ()
refl
λ()
λ()
λ()
λ()
refl
λ()

I
I
I
I

X
Y
Z
I

≡P?
≡P?
≡P?
≡P?

=
=
=
=

inj2
inj2
inj2
inj1

λ()
λ()
λ()
refl

data Fin : N → Set where
fzero : {n : N} → Fin (suc n)
fsuc : {n : N} → Fin n → Fin (suc n)

(¬ P = P → ⊥, where ⊥ is the empty set; X ] Y denotes the
disjoint sum of X and Y. () is called the absurd pattern and denotes
impossibility of a pattern.)
To conclude our example, we define the group operation:
_·_
X ·
X ·
X ·
Y ·
Y ·
Y ·
Z ·
Z ·
Z ·
x ·
I ·

:
X
Y
Z
X
Y
Z
X
Y
Z
I
x

(In Agda, an argument enclosed in curly braces is implicit. The
Agda type-checker will try to figure it. If an argument cannot be
inferred, it must be provided explicitly.) fzero is smaller than
suc n for any n and, if i is smaller than n, then fsuc i is smaller
than suc n. As there is no number smaller than zero, Fin zero is
empty. (When there are no possible constructor patterns for a given
argument, one can pattern match on it with the absurd pattern ().)
Now, to show that Pauli is finite, we can define a function from
Fin 4 to Pauli:

Pauli → Pauli → Pauli
= I
= Z
= Y
= Z
= I
= X
= Y
= X
= I
= x
= x

f2p
f2p
f2p
f2p
f2p
f2p

:
X
X
X
X
Y
Y
Y
Y
Z
Z
Z
Z
I
I
I
I

(x1
X =
Y =
Z =
I =
X =
Y =
Z =
I =
X =
Y =
Z =
I =
X =
Y =
Z =
I =

4 → Pauli
= X
fzero) = Y
(fsuc fzero)) = Z
(fsuc (fsuc fzero))) = I
(fsuc (fsuc (fsuc ()))))

We can also define a function in the converse direction:

And we prove that it is commutative:
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm
·-comm

: Fin
fzero
(fsuc
(fsuc
(fsuc
(fsuc

p2f
p2f
p2f
p2f
p2f

x2 : Pauli) → x1 · x2 ≡ x2 · x1
refl
refl
refl
refl
refl
refl
refl
refl
refl
refl
refl
refl
refl
refl
refl
refl

:
X
Y
Z
I

Pauli → Fin 4
= fzero
= fsuc fzero
= fsuc (fsuc fzero)
= fsuc (fsuc (fsuc fzero))

This allows us show that f2p is surjective by establishing
f2p-surj
f2p-surj
f2p-surj
f2p-surj
f2p-surj

:
X
Y
Z
I

(x : Pauli) → f2p (p2f x) ≡ x
= refl
= refl
= refl
= refl

In fact, f2p is not only a surjection, but even a bijection, but this is
not mandatory for finiteness. We have once more established that
Pauli is finite, however we introduced even more dependencies
than when defining Pauli, listPauli, and allPauli. Namely,
now the definitions of Pauli, f2p, p2f, and f2p-surj must all be
kept in agreement with each other.
In this paper, we set out to explore finite sets in the constructive
and dependently typed setting of Agda and develop an infrastructure for clean programming with finite sets.
In Section 2, we give some basic definitions regarding decidable propositions and also introduce effective squashing for such
propositions.
In Section 3, we introduce some notions of constructive finiteness of a set and of a subset of a set and explore how they are related
to each other. We present some conditions under which equality on
a finite set is decidable. Furthermore, we show that there are finite
subsets for which equality is undecidable.
Section 4 is devoted to a pragmatic approach for programming
with finite sets that arise as subsets of a base set with decidable
equality. In this approach, we are able to define a finite subset by
listing its elements once and automatically derive completeness and
decidable equality.
In Section 5, we show that the union, intersection, product and
disjoint sum of finite sets are finite.
In Section 6.1, we show that functions from finite sets can be
defined via tables. After that in Section 6.2, we introduce the notion
of predicate matching and show how it can be used for defining
functions on finite sets.
In Section 7, we implement a prover for quantified formulas
over decidable properties on finite sets.

It is important to realize that refl takes different implicit arguments in different lines of the code above, so it cannot be shortened
to just one line ·-comm _ _ = refl. Actually, the code shown is
the shortest “direct” proof and requires full pattern matching. It is
easy to see that an associativity proof requires 64 lines of code.
We can see that the straightforward way of defining a finite set
as an enumeration type has a number of shortcomings:
1. When defining Pauli and listPauli, we effectively listed all
elements twice.
2. The proof of allPauli is verbose and dependent on the order
of elements in the list listPauli. All three definitions (Pauli,
listPauli, allPauli) must be kept consistent at all times,
when modifying the code.
3. The equality decider is not derived automatically and the manual definition is verbose. The same would apply to duplicatefreeness decision, if we wanted to implement it.
4. The proof of commutativity of the _·_ operation is dull, but
cannot be compressed.
Alternatively, to show that Pauli is finite, we can provide a
surjection from an initial segment of natural numbers. Let us first
introduce a family of sets for initial segments of the set of all natural
numbers. Fin n represents the set of first n natural numbers, i.e.,
the set of all numbers smaller than n.
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(Here > is the unit type: a singleton type with a unique element
tt.) Note that we are squashing P, not Dec P, however, we make
use of a proof that P is decidable. For example, we can observe that
the type
X ∈ X :: Y :: X :: []
is decidable. Moreover, there are two different proofs:

We used Agda 2.4.2.2 and Agda Standard Library 0.9 for this
development. The full Agda code of this paper can be found at
http://cs.ioc.ee/~denis/finset/.

2.

Basic Definitions

The predicate All X states that a given list xs contains all elements
of a set X (duplicates being allowed):

prf1 : Dec (X ∈ X :: Y :: X :: [])
prf1 = yes here

All : (X : Set) → List X → Set
All X xs = (x : X) → x ∈ xs

prf2 : Dec (X ∈ X :: Y :: X :: [])
prf2 = yes (there (there here))

A proposition P is called decidable, if there is a proof of either
P or not P:

So we can squash the type X ∈ X :: Y :: X :: [] in two different
ways: k prf1 k or k prf2 k, but both evaluate to >.
It is easy to see that any two elements of a squashed type are
equal:

data Dec (P : Set) : Set where
yes : P → Dec P
no : ¬ P → Dec P

(Here yes and no are two constructors of the datatype Dec P. The
former takes a proof of P as its argument, while the latter takes a
proof of ¬ P.)
Now, we say that a set X has decidable equality, if there is
a function sending any elements x1 and x2 of X to a proof of
Dec (x1 ≡ x2 ):

propSq : {P : Set} → (d : Dec P) → Prop k d k

It is also important to note that one can always get a proof of P,
if the squashed version is inhabited:
fromSq : {P : Set} → (d : Dec P) → {k d k} → P

We have made the third argument (of type k d k) implicit, since if
d proves Dec P, then the only possible value is the unique element
tt : > and the type-checker can derive it automatically.

DecEq : (X : Set) → Set
DecEq X = (x1 x2 : X) → Dec (x1 ≡ x2 )

With these notations, the type of _≡P?_ from Section 1 can be
abbreviated to DecEq Pauli.
Similarly, we can define decidable list membership:
DecIn : (X : Set) → Set
DecIn X = (x : X) → (xs : List X) → Dec (x ∈ xs)

3.

Finiteness Constructively

3.1

Listable Sets

The best known and most used constructive notion of finiteness
of a set is listability (also sometimes called Kuratowski finiteness,
although Kuratowski [11] phrased his definition in different terms):
a set is finite, if its elements can be completely listed:

A proof of DecIn X is a function that, for any element x : X and a
list xs : List X, returns a proof of either x ∈ xs or its negation.
It is easy to verify that DecEq X and DecIn X are equivalent,
namely:

Listable : (X : Set) → Set
Listable X = Σ[ xs ∈ List X ]
All X xs

deq2din : {X : Set} → DecEq X → DecIn X

(In Agda, Σ[ a ∈ A ] B a is the type of dependent pairs of
an element a of type A and an element of type B a. Note the
unfortunate and confusing use of ∈ instead of : for typing the
bound variable in this notation.)
A close alternative idea is to require a surjection from an initial
segment of the set of natural numbers:

din2deq : {X : Set} → DecIn X → DecEq X

We also define a notion of a proposition P being a mere proposition:
Prop : Set → Set
Prop P = (p1 p2 : P) → p1 ≡ p2

FinSurj : (X : Set) → Set
FinSurj X = Σ[ n ∈ N ]
Σ[ fromFin ∈ (Fin n → X) ]
Σ[ toFin
∈ (X → Fin n) ]
((x : X) → fromFin (toFin x) ≡ x)

It says that P can have at most one proof.
Another basic predicate is NoDup, which expresses that a given
list xs is duplicate-free:
NoDup : {X : Set} → List X → Set
NoDup {X} xs = (x : X) → Prop (x ∈ xs)

The two notions are equivalent:

Duplication-freeness of xs is the same as there being at most one
proof of membership in xs for every x : X.
If X has decidable equality, then All X and NoDup are decidable:

surj2lstbl : {X : Set}
→ FinSurj X → Listable X
lstbl2surj : {X : Set}
→ Listable X → FinSurj X

deq2dall : {X : Set} → DecEq X
→ (xs : List X) → Dec (All X xs)

It is clear that, from listability of a set, one can learn an upper
bound on the number of its elements. (But in fact one can learn also
the actual cardinality, just wait a little.)
An a priori trimmer version of listability (sometimes called
Bishop-finiteness [6]) forbids duplicates:

deq2dnd : {X : Set} → DecEq X
→ (xs : List X) → Dec (NoDup xs)

If P is decidable, we can effectively define a squashed version
of P (i.e., quotient P by the total equivalence relation):

ListableNoDup : (X : Set) → Set
ListableNoDup X = Σ[ xs ∈ List X ]
All X xs ×
NoDup xs

k_k : {P : Set} → Dec P → Set
k yes _ k = >
k no _ k = ⊥
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Now, with lstbl2deq and deq2din, we can prove that
Listable X implies ListableNoDup X, and the converse is a
triviality:

Alternatively, one may require a bijection from an initial segment of the set of natural numbers:
FinBij : (X : Set) → Set
FinBij X = Σ[ n ∈ N ]
Σ[ fromFin ∈ (Fin n → X) ]
Σ[ toFin ∈ (X → Fin n) ]
((x : X) → fromFin (toFin x) ≡ x) ×
((i : Fin n) → toFin (fromFin i) ≡ i)

lstbl2lstblnd : {X : Set}
→ Listable X → ListableNoDup X
lstblnd2lstbl : {X : Set}
→ ListableNoDup X → Listable X

It is worth noticing that the proof lstbl2deq also provides an
alternative definition of an equality decider for listable types like
Pauli from Section 1:

These two notions of finiteness are also equivalent:

bij2lstblnd : {X : Set}
→ FinBij X → ListableNoDup X

listablePauli : Listable Pauli
listablePauli = listPauli , allPauli

lstblnd2bij : {X : Set}
→ ListableNoDup X → FinBij X

deqPauli : DecEq Pauli
deqPauli = lstbl2deq listablePauli

Quite clearly, from duplicate-free listability of a set, one can
extract its exact cardinality.
It is less obvious that all four notions of finiteness are equivalent.
The reason is that equality on a listable set is decidable:

Remember that the direct approach for defining decidable equality
on Pauli required us 42 lines of code.
3.2

lstbl2deq : {X : Set} → Listable X → DecEq X

Listable Subsets

A special case of sets are those defined as a subset of a larger set.
Here we have more variations of finiteness.1 .
A subset of a base set U carved out by a predicate P : U → Set
is called subfinite, if there is a list containing all elements of U that
satisfy P (we call this property completeness):

We give the main idea behind the implementation of lstbl2deq.
If a set X is listable, then there exist a list xs and a function cmplt
that, for any element x : X, returns a proof that x ∈ xs. You can
think of this proof as a position of x in xs. Therefore, for any value
x, there is a split of xs such that xs ≡ xs1 ++ x :: xs2 . Now, if
we need to check whether x1 : X and x2 : X are equal, we can
proceed as follows. We ask cmplt for two splits of xs: cmplt x1
gives a split xs ≡ xs1 ++ x1 :: xs2 and cmplt x2 gives a split
xs ≡ xs0 ++ x2 :: xs00 . Next, it is clear that if

ListableJunkSub : (U : Set) → (U → Set) → Set
ListableJunkSub U P = Σ[ xs ∈ List U ]
((x : U) → P x → x ∈ xs)

This notion of finiteness (which can only be formulated for subsets
of some base set, not for general sets) allows xs to contain also
elements not satisfying P. Therefore, we cannot even know whether
the subset is empty. But we have an immediate upper bound on the
number of elements in the subset: it is the length of the list xs.
A stronger notion of finiteness requires also soundness, i.e., a
proof that an element of U belongs to xs only if it satisfies the
predicate P (duplicates are still allowed):

length xs1 ≡ length xs0

then x1 ≡ x2 . But what if length xs1 6≡ length xs0 ? If the
list xs were guaranteed to be duplicate-free, then this would immediately imply that x1 6≡ x2 , since there would then be a bijection between positions of xs and elements of X. However, in the
presence of duplicates, this argument does not work. Instead, we
observe that cmplt is a function of type (x : X) → x ∈ xs.
Therefore, for equal elements of X, it must deliver equal results.
With this observation, we can argue that if length xs1 is not
equal to length xs0 then x1 6≡ x2 . Indeed, if x1 ≡ x2 , then
cmplt x1 , and cmplt x2 must give the same split contradicting
length xs1 6≡ length xs0 .
As soon as list membership is decidable, we can implement
removal of duplicates:

ListableSub : (U : Set) → (U →
ListableSub U P = Σ[ xs ∈ List U
((x : U) →
((x : U) →

Set) → Set
]
P x → x ∈ xs) ×
x ∈ xs → P x)

A listable subset can be checked for emptiness:

empty? : {U : Set}{P : U → Set}
→ (p : ListableSub U P)
→ Dec ((x : U) → ¬ x ∈? proj1 p))

remDup : {X : Set} → DecIn X → List X → List X

We show that remDup is complete. Namely, if some element belongs to the list, then at least one copy of that element is preserved
by remDup:

Listable sets are a special case of listable subsets:

lstbl2lsub : {U : Set}
→ Listable U → ListableSub U (λ _ → >)

remDupComplete : {X : Set} → (_∈?_ : DecIn X)
→ (x : X) → (xs : List X)
→ x ∈ xs → x ∈ remDup ∈? xs

lsub2lstbl : {U : Set}
→ ListableSub U (λ _ → >) → Listable U

remDup is also sound—the resulting list does not contain any new
elements:

The always true predicate (λ _ → >) gives us the whole set U
as the subset, i.e., the base set U must itself be listable. This is a
special case of the situation where P has at most one proof for every
element x of U (P x is a mere proposition):

remDupSound : {X : Set} → (_∈?_ : DecIn X)
→ (x : X) → (xs : List X)
→ x ∈ remDup ∈? xs → x ∈ xs

prop2lstbl2lsub : {U : Set}{P : U → Set}

And most importantly, the resulting list is free of duplicates:

1 We

will generally speak of finiteness of a subset without actually constructing this subset as a set in its own right, since that would require us to
be able to squash arbitary propositions, not just decidable ones.

remDupProgress : {X : Set} → (_∈?_ : DecIn X)
→ (xs : List X) → NoDup (remDup ∈? xs)
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deqLstblSub3 : {U : Set}
→ (P : U → Set)
→ (p : ListableSub U P)
→ NoDup (proj1 p)
→ DecEqSub U P

→ ((x : U) → Prop (P x))
→ Listable (Σ[ x ∈ U ] P x)
→ ListableSub U P
prop2lsub2lstbl : {U : Set}{P : U → Set}
→ ((x : U) → Prop (P x))
→ ListableSub U P
→ Listable (Σ[ x ∈ U ] P x)
3.3

We conclude with a proof that there is no function turning any
proof of ListableSub U P into a decider of equality on elements
of U satisfying P:

Decidability of Equality on Listable Subsets

deqLstblSub4 : {U : Set}
→ (P : U → Set)
→ ListableSub U P
→ DecEqSub U P
deqLstblSub4 = ???

Let us define decidability of equality on the subset of U determined
by P as decidability of equality on U restricted to the elements
satisfying P:
DecEqSub : (U : Set) → (P : U → Set) → Set
DecEqSub U P
= (x1 x2 : U) → P x1 → P x2 → Dec (x1 ≡ x2 )

Let us define the following list of functions from booleans to
booleans:

In Section 3, we showed that listability of X implies decidable
equality on X. Now we give a more general version of that property,
namely, if, for any x : U there is at most one proof of P x, then
equality on the subset given by U and P is decidable.

listB2B : List (Bool → Bool)
listB2B = fun1 :: fun2 :: fun3 :: []
where
fun1 : Bool → Bool
fun1 _ = true

deqLstblSub1 : {U : Set}
→ (P : U → Set)
→ ListableSub U P
→ ((x : U) → Prop (P x))
→ DecEqSub U P

fun2 : Bool → Bool
fun2 _ = false
fun3 : Bool → Bool
fun3 b = if b then true else true

The strategy of implementing deqLstblSub1 is similar to the
strategy of implementing lstbl2deq. If P defines a listable subset
of U, then we have a list xs containing all elements of U such that
P. We also have a proof of completeness of xs:

The list listB2B consists of three functions. The functions fun1
and fun3 always return true, however they are not propositionally
equal, unless we assume function extensionality. The function fun2
always returns false.
Then we specify a subset of functions of type Bool → Bool
by the following predicate B2B:

cmplt : (x : U) → P x → x ∈ xs.

If we want to check two elements x1 and x2 for equality, then
we are also given proofs p1 : P x1 and p2 : P x2 . Clearly, if
cmplt x1 p1 and cmplt x2 p2 induce the same splits of xs,
namely, xs ≡ xs1 ++ x1 :: xs2 , xs ≡ xs0 ++ x2 :: xs00 and
length xs1 ≡ length xs0 , then x1 ≡ x2 . However, in the
case when the splits are different, we cannot use the argument that,
since cmplt is a function, there is only one split for each element.
The reason is that, generally, cmplt x may deliver different splits
for different proofs of P x. However, we have required that there
is a unique proof of P x for any x. Finally, we can conclude that, if
length xs1 6≡ length xs2 , then x1 6≡ x2 .
Actually, in this situation of P being a mere proposition, the intended subset can be explicitly defined as the set Σ[ x ∈ U ] P x,
and we have decidable equality on this set:

B2B : (Bool → Bool) → Set
B2B f = f ∈ listB2B

Next, we prove that the predicate B2B defines a listable subset.
Clearly, it is just the set of functions from the list listB2B:

listableB2B : ListableSub (Bool → Bool) B2B
listableB2B = listB2B , (λ x p → p) , (λ x p → p)
So, now we could try to write a function that decides equality of
elements of listableB2B:
deqB2B : (f1 f2 : Bool → Bool)
→ B2B f1
→ B2B f2
→ Dec (f1 ≡ f2 )
deqB2B = ???

deqLstblSub1’ : {U : Set}
→ (P : U → Set)
→ ListableSub U P
→ ((x : U) → Prop (P x))
→ (xp1 xp2 : Σ[ x ∈ U ] P x)
→ Dec (xp1 ≡ xp2 )

Given f1 and f2 together with p1 : B2B f1 and p2 : B2B f2 ,
we can pattern-match on p1 and p2 . Some cases are unproblematic: e.g., if p1 = here and p2 = here, then f1 = fun1 and
f2 = fun1 , so it is trivial that f1 ≡ f2 . Similarly, if p1 = here
and p2 = there here, then f1 = fun1 and f2 = fun2 and
hence ¬ (f1 ≡ f2 ). But there is the critical case of p1 = here
and p2 = there (there here). Then f1 = fun1 and
f2 = fun3 and there is simply no correct answer to return, as
the two functions are not equal propositionally (unless function
extensionality is assumed), but also not inequal.
We have argued that it is impossible to prove deqLstblSub4.
This also implies that the notion of a listable set is stronger than the
notion of a listable subset, which in turn is stronger than the notion
of a subset listable with junk.

Equality on the subset is also decidable, if P is decidable:

deqLstblSub2 : {U : Set}
→ (P : U → Set)
→ ((x : U) → Dec (P x))
→ ListableSub U P
→ DecEqSub U P

A further variation says that, if we know that the list of all
elements of U satisfying the predicate P is duplicate-free, then we
also have decidable equality on the subset:
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4.

Pragmatic Finite Sets

the implicit argument evaluates to the unit type and its value can be
inferred automatically. If xs contains duplicates, then the type of
the implicit argument evaluates to ⊥ and no value can be provided
for it.
There are pragmatic reasons to have two constructors for
FinSubDesc. If the user creates a relatively small subset of elements (≤ 10000) using fsd-nodup, then the type-checker can
feasibly check that there are no duplicates. However, if the number
of elements is larger, then the price for maintaining the invariant of
no duplicates becomes too high. Remember that the complexity of
checking duplicate-freeness is quadratic in the length of the list.
We can now define the Pauli group as a subset of the set of all
characters:

In this section, we aim at a pragmatic approach to programming
with finite sets. Our objective is to be able to specify a finite set
by listing the intended elements just once. From specification, we
want to obtain a listable set with no additional work. Our solution is
to specify the finite set as a subset of some base set with decidable
equality.
4.1

Motivation and Definition

In Section 1, we saw that the straightforward approach to defining
the Pauli group as a datatype with nullary constructors and proving that it is finite required us to list the elements of Pauli multiple times and also provide verbose proofs of completeness and
decidability of equality. Next, we go through a number of steps, to
motivate a more pragmatic approach.
As we have seen, a predicate P on a base set U defines a subset.
If there is a list of elements containing all elements of U satisfying
P and no others, then we have a listable subset:

MyPauli : FinSubDesc Char _≡C?_ false
MyPauli
= fsd-nodup (’X’ :: ’Y’ :: ’Z’ :: ’I’ :: [])
Since the list provided is without duplicates, the type of the implicit
argument

step1 : {U : Set} → (P : U → Set)
→ (xs : List U)
→ ((x : U) → x ∈ xs → P x)
→ ((x : U) → P x → x ∈ xs)
→ ListableSub U P

k nd? (’X’ :: ’Y’ :: ’Z’ :: ’I’ :: []) k

is evaluated to > by the type-checker and the value for this argument is derived automatically.
On the other hand, the following definition is rejected by the
type-checker, since ’X’ is listed twice and the type of the implicit
argument is evaluates to ⊥:

Next, we observe that we can create a listable subset from any
list xs over U by taking P to be (λ x → x ∈ xs):

?

MyPauliBad : FinSubDesc Char _=_ false
MyPauliBad
= fsd-nodup (’X’ :: ’Y’ :: ’Z’ :: ’I’ :: ’X’ :: [])
{???}

step2 : {U : Set} → (xs : List U)
→ ListableSub U (λ x → x ∈ xs)
step2 = xs , (λ x i → i) , (λ x i → i)

A good thing is that the proofs of soundness and completeness are
now trivial. But the elements of the subset are dependent pairs of
an element x of U and a proof of membership (position) of x in xs.
Next we can ask for decidable list membership on U to be able
to effectively squash sets x ∈ xs:

The hole needs to be filled with a proof of ⊥, which is impossible.
However, we can drop the requirement of no duplicates (note the
change in the type):
?

MyPauliFixed : FinSubDesc Char _=_ true
MyPauliFixed
= fsd-plain (’X’ :: ’Y’ :: ’Z’ :: ’I’ :: ’X’ :: [])

step3 : {U : Set} → (_∈?_ : DecIn U)
→ (xs : List U)
→ ListableSub U (λ x → k x ∈? xs k)

Now, we can define the actual set that a finite subset description
denotes:

Now an element of the subset is a pair of an element of U and an
element of a squashed type (which, if it exists, is unique!).
By theorem prop2lsub2lstbl from Section 3.2, the type

toList : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ FinSubDesc U eq b → List U
toList (fsd-plain xs) = xs
toList (fsd-nodup xs) = xs

Σ[ x ∈ U ] k x ∈? xs k

must be listable.
Given these considerations, we can define a datatype of descriptions of finite sets as subsets of a base set with decidable equality:

Elem : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ FinSubDesc U eq b → Set
Elem {U} {eq} D
= Σ[ x ∈ U ] k x ∈? toList D k
where
_∈?_ = deq2din eq

data FinSubDesc (U : Set) (eq : DecEq U) :
Bool → Set where
fsd-plain : List U → FinSubDesc U eq true
fsd-nodup : (xs : List U) → {k nd? xs k}
→ FinSubDesc U eq false
where
nd? = deq2dnd eq

So an element of type Elem D for some finite subset description D
is a dependent pair of an element x of U together with a squashed
proof that x belongs to the list of elements defining the subset.
Using the squashed membership type allows us to ignore the exact
position(s) of the element in the list.
For example, we could refer to one of the elements of MyPauli
as the identity:

The datatype introduced is parametrized by a base set U, a decider
eq of equality on U, and is also indexed by a boolean flag b that
indicates whether the underlying list of elements is allowed to
contain duplicates. There are two constructors. The constructor
fsd-plain takes a list xs of elements of U as an argument. The
constructor fsd-nodup accepts a list xs as an argument only if
it is duplicate-free. It has also another, implicit argument, of a
squashed type. This type is inhabited if and only if xs contains no
duplicates. In other words, if xs is duplicate-free, then the type of

identity : Elem MyPauli
identity = (’I’ , _)
The second component of the pair (the type-checker infers that it
must be tt) is actually a squashed proof of the fact that I belongs
to the set MyPauli. Without squashing, we would need to refer to
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I by its position, namely,

p : MyNats1 ∪ MyNats2 ≡ fsd-nodup (1 :: 3 :: 6 :: [])
p = refl

(’I’, there (there (there here))).
Clearly, we want to avoid such fragile dependencies.
On the other hand, the type-checker will accept a non-element
of the list only if the user manages to provide a proof of ⊥.

4.4

bad : Elem MyPauli
bad = (’W’ , ???)

return : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ U → FinSubDesc U eq b

4.2

bind
→
→
→
→
→

Finite Subsets are Listable

Our next step is to show that, for all D : FinSubDesc U eq b,
the corresponding subset of U, namely, Elem D, is listable.
First, we generate a list of elements of Elem D:
listElem : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ (D : FinSubDesc U eq b)
→ List (Elem D)

: {U V : Set}{eqU : DecEq U}
{eqV : DecEq V}{bU bV : Bool}
FinSubDesc U eqU bU
(U → FinSubDesc V eqV bV)
(b : Bool)
FinSubDesc V eqV b

A peculiarity of return and bind here is that they can work in two
different modes. If the boolean argument provided is false, then
duplicates will be removed the resulting finite subset description,
otherwise not. This allows the user to tune the monadic code for
the efficiency.
Wadler [16] identifies the structure needed for comprehending
monads. The missing bit is mzero:

Second, we show that listElem D is complete, it contains all
elements of Elem D:
allElem : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ (D : FinSubDesc U eq b)
→ (xp : Elem D) → xp ∈ listElem D

mzero : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ FinSubDesc U eq b
mzero {b = true} = fsd-plain []
mzero {b = false} = fsd-nodup []

Third, we observe that listElem D does not introduce any duplicates:
ndElem : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}
→ (D : FinSubDesc U eq false)
→ NoDup (listElem D)

Using mzero, we define a conditional if_then_ and also some
syntactic sugar for bind:

Finally, we show that Elem D is listable:

if_then_ : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ Bool → FinSubDesc U eq b
→ FinSubDesc U eq b
if b then c = if b then c else mzero

lstblElem : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ (D : FinSubDesc U eq b)
→ Listable (Elem D)
lstblElem D = listElem D , allElem D

syntax bind A (λ x → B) b
= for x ∈ A as b do B

This also implies decidable equality on Elem D:
deqElem : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ (f : FinSubDesc U eq b)
→ DecEq (Elem D)
deqElem D = lstbl2deq (lstblElem D)
4.3

Finite Subset Monad

Finite subsets (of sets with decidable equality) are monad. We
explicate this structure on the level of FinSubDesc:

As a result, we can write set comprehension code in for-loop
style. Let us look at an example. Mathematically, the intersection
of sets X and Y is defined as:
X ∩ Y = {x | x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, x = y}

Finite Subsets from Lists

With the combinators and syntactic sugar defined above, we can
write the following definition of subset intersection with comprehensions:

Now, we implement a function fromList which is parametrized
by the boolean b, so that user could decide if the duplicates should
be removed from the resulting finite subset:

_∩_ : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U} {b1 b2 : Bool}
→ FinSubDesc U eq b1 → FinSubDesc U eq b2
→ FinSubDesc U eq (b1 ∧ b2 )
_∩_ {eq = _≡?_} X Y =
for x ∈ X as _ do
for y ∈ Y as true do
if b x ≡? y c then return x

fromList : {U : Set} → (eq : DecEq U)
→ (b : Bool) → List U → FinSubDesc U eq b

Basic set operations can now be defined on the underlying lists
of finite subsets. For example, the union is defined by concatenating
the underlying lists of argument subsets:
_∪_ : {U : Set}{eq : DecEq U}
→ {b1 b2 : Bool}
→ FinSubDesc U eq b1
→ FinSubDesc U eq b2
→ FinSubDesc U eq (b1 ∧ b2 )
_∪_ {eq = eq} D1 D2
= fromList eq _ (toList D1 ++ toList D2 )

5.

Combinators

In this section, we define some general combinators for listable
subsets. The simplest combinator is for taking the union of two
listable subsets of the same base set:
union : {U : Set}{P Q : U → Set}
→ ListableSub U P
→ ListableSub U Q
→ ListableSub U (λ x → P x ] Q x)

Here is an example:
MyNats1 = fsd-nodup (1 :: 3 :: [])
MyNats2 = fsd-nodup (1 :: 6 :: [])

The definition just concatenates the underlying lists of the two
subsets and then adapts the proofs of completeness and soundness.
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1. For the function f to be total, each element of the domain must
appear in xys paired with some element of codomain. Formally,
we require All X (map proj1 xys).

The intersection of two listable subsets is trickier, since it cannot
be defined generally for two arbitrary subsets. The reason is simple,
we need somehow to find the common elements. One possibility is
to ask equality on U to be decidable:
intersection’ : {U
→ DecEq U
→ ListableSub U
→ ListableSub U
→ ListableSub U

2. For unambiguous interpretation, the list xys must not contain multiple pairs with the same domain element. Formally,
NoDup (map proj1 xys)

: Set}{P Q : U → Set}
P
Q
(λ x → P x × Q x)

For example:
bad1 = (N , 1) :: ( , 10) :: []
bad2 = (N , 1) :: ( , 10) :: ( , 0) :: []

But this assumption can be weakened by only asking one of the
predicates to be decidable.

The list bad1 violates the first requirement and the list bad2 violates both.
Now, we translate the above into Agda:

intersection : {U : Set}{P Q : U → Set}
→ ((x : U) → Dec (P x))
→ ListableSub U P
→ ListableSub U Q
→ ListableSub U (λ x → P x × Q x)

Tbl : Set → Set → Set
Tbl X Y = Σ[ xys ∈ List (X × Y) ]
All X (map proj1 xys) ×
NoDup (map proj1 xys)

This a weaker condition, because, if U has decidable equality, then
ListableSub U P implies decidability of P:

An element of type Tbl X Y is a list of pairs of type X × Y with
some additional information, namely, proofs that the list of pairs is
complete and duplicate-free regarding the first components. Recall
that All X xs implies Listable X.
Since, for small tables, proofs of All X and NoDup can be
inferred by the type-checker, it makes sense to define the following
function for creating tables:

deq2lstbl2dp : {U : Set}{P : U → Set}
→ DecEq U
→ ListableSub U P
→ (x : U) → Dec (P x)

We also prove that the product and the disjoint sum of listable
subsets of two base sets are listable subsets of the product/disjoint
sum of the base sets:

lstbl2dall : {X : Set} → Listable X
→ (xs : List X) → Dec (All X xs)

product : {U : Set}{P : U → Set}
→ {V : Set}{Q : V → Set}
→ ListableSub U P
→ ListableSub V Q
→ ListableSub (U × V) < P , Q >

lstbl2dnd : {X : Set} → Listable X
→ (xs : List X) → Dec (NoDup xs)
createTbl : {X Y : Set} → (p : Listable X)
→ (xys : List (X × Y))
→ {k lstbl2dall p (map proj1 xys) k}
→ {k lstbl2dnd p (map proj1 xys) k}
→ Tbl X Y

sum : {U : Set}{P : U → Set}
→ {V : Set}{Q : V → Set}
→ ListableSub U P
→ ListableSub V Q
→ ListableSub (U ] V) [ P , Q ]

If the list map proj1 xys contains all the elements of type X
and is without duplicates, then the implicit arguments need not be
supplied manually, since their types will be evaluated to > by the
type-checker, so that tt is the only possible value.
Next, we implement a function for tabulating functions from a
listable set:

6. Function Definition
This section describes two different approaches for defining functions from finite sets.
We observe that, if we want to define arbitrary functions from
some finite X to Y, then we must be able to compare the elements
of X and also for the function to be total we need the complete list
of those. Therefore, the right notion of finiteness for X is listability
(Listable X).
6.1

toTbl : {X Y : Set} → Listable X
→ (X → Y) → Tbl X Y

Likewise, tables are convertible into functions:
fromTbl : {X Y : Set} → Tbl X Y → X → Y

We also show that converting back and forth between the two
representations of the function is harmless:

Tabulation

To define a function of type f : X → Y for some listable X, we
could explicitly provide a list of pairs (x , y). For example, if
X = { N ,  ,  } and Y = N then the list

fromto : {X Y : Set}
→ (p : Listable X)
→ (f : X → Y)
→ (x : X)
→ fromTbl (toTbl p f) x ≡ f x

(N , 1) :: ( , 10) :: ( , 100) :: []
could be interpreted as a function:
f
f
f
f

As a final example of this subsection, we write a conversion
function from Elem MyPauli to Pauli:

: X → N
N = 1
 = 10
 = 100

_7→_ : {U
→
→
→
→

But not any list xys of type List (X × Y) can be turned into
a function. We need two additional properties:
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Y : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
{D : FinSubDesc U eq b}
(x : U)
{k x ∈? toList D k}
Y → (Elem D × Y)

toPauli :
toPauli =
(’X’ 7→
’Y’ 7→
’Z’ 7→
’I’ 7→
6.2

Soundness states that, if for some list xs, the list of predicates ps
contains no unreachable ones, then for any split of ps into three
parts, ps ≡ ps1 ++ p :: ps2 , there exists at least one element x
that satisfies p but does not satisfy any of the predicates in ps1 .
On the other hand, completeness states that, if there exists an
element x of the list xs that does not satisfy any of the predicates in
ps and does satisfy some predicate p, then the list ps ++ p :: []
is also reachable:

Elem MyPauli → Pauli
fromTbl (createTbl (lstblElem MyPauli)
X ::
Y ::
Z ::
I :: []))

Predicate Matching

unreachedComplete : {X : Set}
→ (ps : List (X → Bool))
→ (xs : List X)
→ unreached ps xs ≡ []
→ (p : X → Bool)
→ (x : X)
→ x ∈ xs
→ p x ≡ true
→ ((p’ : X → Bool) → p’ ∈ ps → p’ x ≡ false)
→ unreached (ps ++ p :: []) xs ≡ []

Assume that X is some finite set. How to implement in Agda a
function f : X → Y that is defined piecewise:


f (x) if p1 (x)

 1

f2 (x) if p2 (x)
f (x) =

...


f (x) if p (x)
n
n
One possibility is to provide an explicit table as described in the
previous section. Unfortunately, if X is large this approach requires
a lot of manual work. Another possibility is to encode it directly by
nesting if_then_else_ expressions:

Now, let us address the issue of unmatched elements. We implement a function unmatched that returns the list of all those elements in a given list xs that do not satisfy any predicate in the given
list ps:

f x = if p1 x then f1 x
else if p2 x then f2 x
else if p3 x then f3 x
else ...

isMatched : {X : Set} → List (X → Bool) →
→ Bool
isMatched ps x = any (λ p → p x) ps

This approach is more concise than giving an explicit table, but it
suffers from several of drawbacks:

unmatched
→ List
unmatched
unmatched

1. There is always the last else branch, which plays the role of a
“default” case. It will be applied to all elements which do not
satisfy the predicates P1 ....Pn . The “default” branch makes it
difficult to discover that some case was forgotten by mistake.
2. There is no good way of checking that the predicates cover all
elements of the finite set (i.e., that no elements in the domain
reach the “default” branch).

X

: {X : Set} → List (X → Bool) → List X
X
ps [] = []
ps (x :: xs) = if (isMatched ps x)
then unmatched ps xs
else x :: unmatched ps xs

The soundness theorem for the unmatched function states that,
if there are no unmatched elements in the list xs, then, for any
element x in xs, the list of predicates ps can be split into three
parts, ps ≡ ps1 ++ p :: ps2 , so that no predicate from ps1 is
satisfied by x and p is satisfied by x:

3. Also it is difficult to find whether there are perhaps some “dead”
branches which are not satisfied by any element of X.
In what follows, we address these issues and introduce a notion of
predicate matching.
We start by implementing a function unreached that takes a
list of predicates and a list of elements and returns the list of those
predicates that are not satisfied by any element:

unmatchedSound : {X : Set}
→ (ps : List (X → Bool))
→ (xs : List X)
→ unmatched ps xs ≡ []
→ (x : X) → x ∈ xs
→ Σ[ ps1 ∈ List (X → Bool) ]
Σ[ ps2 ∈ List (X → Bool) ]
Σ[ p ∈ (X → Bool) ]
ps1 ++ p :: ps2 ≡ ps ×
isMatched ps1 x ≡ false ×
p x ≡ true

unreached : {X : Set} → List (X → Bool)
→ List X → List (X → Bool)
unreached [] xs = []
unreached (p :: ps) xs =
if (any p xs) then rc else (p :: rc)
where
rc = unreached ps (filter (not ◦ p) xs)

Completeness says that, if each element in the list xs satisfies at
least one predicate in ps, then there are no unmatched elements:

It is important to note that at the recursive call we filter out the
elements that are satisfied by the head of the list of predicates.
It means that the order of predicates matters. A predicate is only
reached, if there is at least one element that satisfies it but does not
satisfy any preceding predicates. We formalize this in the following
soundness theorem:

unmatchedComplete : {X : Set}
→ (ps : List (X → Bool))
→ (xs : List X)
→ ((x : X) → x ∈ xs
→ Σ[ p ∈ (X → Bool) ]
p ∈ ps × p x ≡ true)
→ unmatched ps xs ≡ []

unreachedSound : {X : Set}
→ (ps1 ps2 : List (X → Bool))
→ (p : X → Bool)
→ (xs : List X)
→ unreached (ps1 ++ p :: ps2 ) xs ≡ []
→ Σ[ x ∈ X ] x ∈ xs × p x ≡ true ×
((p’ : X → Bool) → p’ ∈ ps1 → p’ x ≡ false)

We can now define a combinator that takes a list of predicates
and functions from a listable set with proofs thats all predicates are
reached and all elements matched, and returns a function built from
the pieces:
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The combinator all? takes some decidable predicate P on elements
of Fin n and returns a decision of whether P holds for all elements
of Fin n.
Suppose we want to use all? to establish the property from
Section 1, namely, commutativity of the operation _·_ Pauli. To
do so, we can use the previously established fact that there is a
bijection f2p from Fin 4 to Pauli and decide by using all?
whether f2p i1 · f2p i2 is equal to f2p i2 · f2p i1 for all
i1 and i2 :

predicateMatching : {X Y : Set}
→ (ps : List ((X → Bool) × (X → Y)))
→ (p : Listable X)
→ unmatched (map proj1 ps) (proj1 p) ≡ []
→ unreached (map proj1 ps) (proj1 p) ≡ []
→ X → Y

Let us look at some examples, but first, we want to have a
combinator fromPure for restricting the domain of a function to
a finite subset:

commDec : Dec ((i1 i2 : Fin 4)
→ f2p i1 · f2p i2 ≡ f2p i2 · f2p i1 )
commDec = all? (λ i1 →
all? (λ i2 →
(f2p i1 · f2p i2 ) ≡P? (f2p i2 · f2p i1 )))

fromPure : {U Y : Set}{eq : DecEq U}{b : Bool}
→ {D : FinSubDesc U eq b}
→ (U → Y)
→ Elem D → Y
fromPure f (x , _) = f x

Then, using the proof f2p-surj of p2f being a pre-inverse of f2p,
we can establish the property itself:

We define a finite subset of naturals MyNats containing five
natural numbers.

·-comm : (x1 x2 : Pauli) → x1 · x2 ≡ x2 · x1
·-comm x1 x2 with fromSq commDec (p2f x1 ) (p2f x2 )
·-comm x1 x2
| p rewrite f2p-surj x1 | f2p-surj x2 = p

?

MyNats : FinSubDesc N _=_ false
MyNats = fsd-nodup (1 :: 42 :: 3 :: 8 :: 17 :: [])
Next we define a function even2odd3 that doubles the even and
triples the odd numbers of MyNats:
even2odd3 : Elem MyNats → N
even2odd3 = predicateMatching
(fromPure odd , (λ (x , p) → x * 3)
fromPure even , (λ (x , p) → x * 2)
(lstblElem MyNats) refl refl

This approach appears to generate much less boilerplate comparing than the direct proof given in Section 1. However, there are
two shortcomings that we would like to eliminate:
1. The standard library combinators work with Fin n. Therefore,
before setting out to prove anything about some finite type, we
need to provide a bijection from an initial segment of natural
numbers. In Section 3.3, we showed that for listable subsets
this is not always possible.

::
:: [])

The two last arguments (refl) are proofs of [] ≡ [] and indicate
that there are no unmatched elements and no unreachable predicates. However, if we remove the first equation
even2odd3Bad1 = predicateMatching
(fromPure even , (λ (x , p) → x * 2)
(lstblElem MyNats) ??? refl

2. The property is then first proved for Fin n (commDec) and then
mapped back to Pauli using the conversions f2p and p2f and
the proof f2p-surj.

:: [])

7.2

then there are unmatched elements and the type-checker wants us
to supply a proof of

subAll? : {U : Set}{P : U → Set}
→ ListableSub U P
→ {Q : U → Set}
→ ((x : U) → {P x} → Dec (Q x))
→ Dec ((x : U) → {P x} → Q x)

(1 , tt) :: (3 , tt) :: (17 , tt) :: [] ≡ []

for the hole. The goal gives us a nice hint about which elements
exactly are unmatched.
If instead we replace the first equation with a predicate which is
satisfied by any element

The main difference is that the predicates P and Q now range over
some listable subset instead of Fin n. Recall that the elements of
ListableSub U P are the elements of U satisfying the P.
The same can be done for the existential quantifier:

even2odd3Bad2 = predicateMatching
((λ _ → true) , (λ (x , p) → x * 3) ::
fromPure even , (λ (x , p) → x * 2) :: [])
(lstblElem MyNats) refl ???

subAny? : {U : Set}{P : U → Set}
→ ListableSub U P
→ {Q : U → Set}
→ ((x : U) → {P x} → Dec (Q x))
→ Dec (Σ[ x ∈ U ] P x × Q x)

then
the
type-checker
asks
us
to
prove
that
fromPure even :: [] ≡ [], which again hints which equations
are unreachable.

7.

Prover

7.1

Motivation

Definition

We start by defining a combinator subAll? which is very similar
to all? shown above:

If Q is a decidable predicate on some subset, then we can find out
whether at least one element of that subset satisfies Q.
The combinators subAll? and subAny? are sufficient to decide
properties which are in prenex form with the quantifiers ranging
over the whole finite subset given by P. However, for the convenience of the user we have also added combinators for restricted
quantification. These combinators allow narrowing the range of
quantification by a further predicate decidable on the subset. We
will not discuss them here.
Now we can provide some syntactic sugar for our combinators:

The module Data.Fin.Dec of the standard library of Agda [3] is a
toolkit for building deciders of properties of elements of Fin n.
The library contains many combinators, but for illustration purposes, it is enough to look at one them:
all? : {n : N} {P : Fin n → Set}
→ ((i : Fin n) → Dec (P i))
→ Dec ((i : Fin n) → P i)

syntax subAll? f (λ x → z) = Π x ∈ f , z
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syntax subAny? f (λ x → z) = ∃ x ∈ f , z

7.3

Example

Recall that the elements of ListableSub U P are the elements
of U that satisfy P. For the special case when U is a listable set
and P = λ _ → >, we have simplified versions of subAll? and
subAny, eliminating the overhead of dealing with trivial proofs of
P x when P = λ _ → >.
The proof of commutativity of the operation _·_ on Pauli
amounts essentially to just restating the property:
·-comm : (x1 x2 : Pauli) → x1 · x2 ≡ x2 · x1
·-comm = fromSq (
Π x1 ∈ listablePauli ,
Π x2 ∈ listablePauli , x1 · x2 ≡P? x2 · x1 )
The proof that the group operation has a left unit is similar:

·-id : Σ[ x ∈ Pauli ] (y : Pauli) → x · y ≡ y
·-id = fromSq (
∃ x ∈ listablePauli ,
Π y ∈ listablePauli , x · y ≡P? y )

8.

Conclusions

In this work we addressed the problem of programming with finite
sets in the dependently typed setting of the Agda programming
language.
We showed that the direct approach of defining listable types as
datatypes with nullary constructors is verbose and introduces brittle
interdependencies between different definitions that are tedious to
maintain.
Afterwards, we introduced different variations of the notion of
a listable set. We proved that giving a complete list of elements of a
set is equivalent to providing a surjection from an initial segment of
natural numbers. Also, giving a complete list of elements without
duplicates is equivalent to providing a surjection. Moreover, all
four definitions are equivalent, the reason being that equality on
a listable set is decidable.
Next, we introduced a more general notion of a listable subset
(where a subset is specified by a base set and a predicate, but not
necessarily explicitly constructed as a set). We showed that, in general, listability of a subset does not imply decidability of equality
on its elements. We also proved that the union, intersection, product, and disjoint sum of listable subsets are listable subsets.
Then we proposed a pragmatic way of specifying a finite set
as a subset of an already constructed set with decidable equality.
A specification in this form defines a set that is listable and as a
consequence also has decidable equality.
We developed two approaches for defining functions from
listable subsets. In the first approach, we convert a well-formed
list of argument–value pairs into a function. This is convenient
to use for smaller domains. The second approach uses a list of
predicate–function pairs and proofs that the predicates cover the
whole domain and there are no unreachable predicates. The user
receives feedback from the type-checker about predicates that are
not reached and elements of the domain that are not matched.
Finally, we implemented combinators for proving propositions
quantified over listable subsets. The unusual aspect is that they can
be used even for subsets without decidable equality.

(Agda will automatically rewrite expressions matching the right
hand side into the corresponding terms on the left.)

Related Work

Intuitionistic frameworks give rise to a rich variety of notions of
finiteness that collapse classically. In [8], [5] and [14], the author
describe various concepts of finiteness and their interrrelation. According to their classification, this paper focuses on the strongest
notion of finiteness, namely, finitely enumerable (listable) sets.
Since finite sets are essential for many formal theories, the users
of proof assistants are asking for ways to define new finite sets [1, 7]
and the developers are implementing libraries.
The Agda standard library [3] contains a toolkit for building
deciders of properties of Fin n. Before using it for proving the
property of a finite set X, the user needs to provide a bijection
from an initial segment of natural numbers. After establishing the
property for Fin n, it can be lifted to the original set X.
In [9], Gélineau improves the approach of the standard library
by implementing an elegant library in Agda for proving properties
quantified over finite sets. The user of a library is only asked to
prove finiteness of of the set of interest by specifying a bijection
from Fin n and then the property can be checked without transporting it to and from Fin n manually.
In [15], Spiwack implements a Coq library for finite subsets of
countable sets. Countable sets are sets equipped with a surjection
from N. Countable sets have decidable equality: it is sufficient to
test for equality the natural numbers corresponding to the elements.
Finite sets then can be specified by providing a list of elements of
the countable base set without duplicates. The library has support
for proving decidable propositions and has a syntax for defining
sets by comprehension.
In Ssreflect [10], a finite type is a type together with an explicit
enumeration of its elements. Finite types can be constructed from
finite duplicate-free sequences. Finite types come with boolean
quantifiers forallb and existsb taking boolean predicates and
returning booleans. If X is a finite type, the type {set X} is the
type of sets over X , which is itself a finite type. Ssreflect provides
the usual set theoretic-operations including membership and set
comprehensions.
The authors of [4] show a systematic way for building combinators for finite sets declaratively and provide lemmas that encapsulate commonly used reasoning steps. Their work is implemented
on top of Ssreflect.
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1. Introduction

In previous work [1], we implemented a certiﬁed parser-generator for regular languages based on the Boolean matrix
representation of nondeterministic ﬁnite automata using the dependently typed programming language Agda [2,3]. Here we
want to show that a similar thing can be done for a wider class of languages.
We decided to implement the Cocke–Younger–Kasami (CYK) parsing algorithm for context-free grammars [4], because
of its simple and elegant structure. The original algorithm is based on multiplication of matrices over sets of nonterminals.
We digress slightly from this classical approach and use matrices over sets of parse trees. By this we immediately achieve
soundness of the parsing function and also eliminate the ﬁnal step of parse tree reconstruction.
We ﬁrst develop a simple functional version that is easily seen to be correct. We show that the memoizing version
computes the same results, but without the excessive recomputation of intermediate results. The memoized version is
more eﬃcient for non-ambiguous grammars, but can be exponential for ambiguous ones since the algorithm is complete—it
generates all possible parse trees.
Valiant [5] showed how to modify the CYK algorithm so as to use Boolean matrix multiplication (by encoding sets
of nonterminals as binary words of some ﬁxed length). Valiant’s algorithm computes the same parsing table as the CYK
algorithm, but he showed that algorithms for eﬃcient Boolean matrix multiplication can be utilized for performing this
computation, thereby achieving better worst-case time complexity. Here we refrain from pursuing this approach, since the
details of the lower-level encoding obfuscate the higher-level structure of the algorithm.
We ﬁnd that the main contributions of the paper are:

✩
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• Identiﬁcation of data structures that facilitate simpler proofs: the custom parsing relation, the type of certiﬁed memoization tables.

• Structuring the association lists based implementation of the algorithm using the list monad: most of the proofs rely
only on the properties of the bind operation and not its implementation.

• A modular correctness proof: ﬁrst, we show the correctness of a naive version of the algorithm; next, by using certiﬁed
memoization tables, we lift the results to the more eﬃcient version.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the deﬁnitions of a context-free grammar in Chomsky normal form,
parsing relations, and the naive version of the CYK algorithm. Next, in Section 3, we show that it is correct. Section 4 is
devoted to discharging the obligations of the termination checker. Section 5 reports how memoization can be introduced
systematically, maintaining the correctness guarantee. Since we have chosen to represent matrices as association lists, our
development is heavily based on manipulation of lists and reasoning about them. Section 6 shows how we structure it using
the list monad and some theorems about lists.
To avoid notational clutter, in the paper we employ an easy-to-read unoﬃcial list comprehension syntax for monadic
code instead of using monad operations directly.
Agda 2.3.3 and Agda Standard Library 0.7 were used for this development. The Agda code is available online at http:
//cs.ioc.ee/~denis/cert-cfg.
2. The algorithm
2.1. Context-free grammars
We will work with context-free grammars in Chomsky normal form. Rules in normal form (or more precisely, the data
of such rules, i.e., allowed pairs of left and right hand sides) are given by the datatype Rule, which is parameterized by
two types N and T for nonterminals and terminals respectively:

data Rule (N T : Set) : Set where
_−→_
: N → T → Rule N T
_−→_•_ : N → N → N → Rule N T
This deﬁnition introduces a datatype with two constructors _−→_ and _−→_•_. The arguments of the constructors go
in places of _ in the same order as they appear in the type signature of the constructor. For example, if A B C : N and
a : T, then A −→ B • C and A −→ a are inhabitants of type Rule N T.
A context-free grammar in Chomsky normal form is a record of type Grammar specifying two sets N and T for the
nonterminals and terminals of the grammar, a boolean ﬂag nullable indicating whether the language of the grammar
contains the empty string, a nonterminal S for the start nonterminal, proofs that S never appears on the right hand side of
a rule of the grammar, and ﬁnally decidable equalities on N and T.

record Grammar : Set1 where
field
N : Set
T : Set
nullable : Bool
S : N
Rs : List (Rule N T)
S-NT-axiom1 : (A B : N) → (A −→
S-NT-axiom2 : (A B : N) → (A −→
_=n_ : (A B : N) → (A ≡ B) ∨ (A
_=t_ : (a b : T) → (a ≡ b) ∨ (a

S
B

≡
≡

• B) ∈
/ Rs
• S) ∈
/ Rs
B)
b)

(Note that, since two ﬁelds of the record type Grammar range over the type Set, the type Grammar itself cannot be
a member of Set, but has to belong to the next universe Set1 .) We deﬁne two abbreviations String = List T and
Rules = List (Rule N T).
The proposition x ∈ xs expresses that x is an element of xs. A proof of this proposition identiﬁes a position in the list.
The rules of a grammar do not have names, they are identiﬁed by their positions in the enumeration Rs. A grammar can
have several rules with the same left and right hand sides, only differing by their identities, i.e., positions in the list Rs.
Henceforth, we assume one ﬁxed grammar G in the context, so we use the ﬁelds of the grammar record directly, e.g., Rs
and nullable instead of Rs G and nullable G for some given G.
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2.2. Parsing relation
Before describing the parsing algorithm, we must deﬁne correctly constructed parse trees. The most intuitive deﬁnition
looks as follows:

data __ : (s : String) → N → Set where
empt : nullable ≡ true → []  S
sngl : {A : N} → {a : T} → (A −→ a) ∈ Rs → [ a ]  A
cons : {A B C : N} → {s1 s2 : String}
→ (A −→ B • C) ∈ Rs
→ s1  B
→ s2  C
→ (s1 ++ s2 )  A
(Arguments enclosed in curly braces are implicit. The type checker will try to ﬁgure out the argument value for you. If the
type checker cannot infer an implicit argument, then it must be provided explicitly.)
The proposition s  A states that the string s is derivable from nonterminal A. Proofs of this proposition are parse trees.
1. If nullable is true, then empt constructs a parse tree for the empty string.
2. If A −→ a ∈ Rs for some A, then the constructor sngl builds a parse tree for string [ a ] starting from A.
3. If t1 is a parse tree starting from B, t2 is a parse tree from C and A −→ B • C ∈ Rs for some A, then the constructor
cons combines those trees into a tree starting from A.
However, to move closer to the structure of the CYK algorithm, we deﬁne a more speciﬁc of the parsing relation. For any
given string s we deﬁne the parsing relation of its substrings as an inductive predicate on two naturals:

data _[_,_)_
empt : {i :
sngl : {i :
→
cons : {i j
→
→
→

(s : String) : N → N → N → Set where
N} → nullable ≡ true → i ≤ length s → s [ i, i ) S
N}{A : N} → (A −→ charAt i s) ∈ Rs
s [ i, suc i ) A
k : N} → {A B C : N} → (A −→ B • C) ∈ Rs
s [ i, j ) B
s [ j, k ) C
s [ i, k ) A

The proposition s [ i, j ) A states that the substring of s from the i-th position (inclusive) to the j-th (exclusive) is
derivable from nonterminal A. Proofs of this proposition are parse trees.
In particular, the string s is in the language of the grammar if it is derivable from S, i.e., we have a proof of
s [ 0, length s ) S.
The only important difference between relations __ and _[_,_)_ is that the second one has a ﬁxed string s and
constructs parse trees only for substrings of s, identifying them by start and end positions. Finally, we would like to deﬁne
mappings between the two representations of the parse trees. To start with, we deﬁne a substring function:

sub : String → (i n : N) → String
sub s i n = take n (drop i s)
The term sub s i n evaluates to the substring of s from position i to position i + n.
Next, we prove that, for any parse tree in s [ i, n + i ) A, we can construct (sub s i n)  A.

sound : (A : N) → (s : String) → (i n : N)
→ s [ i, n + i ) A → (sub s i n)  A
Conversely, for any tree (sub l i n) A, an alternative tree s [ i, n + i ) A can be constructed. Note that,
by the deﬁnition of sub, if n + i ≥ length s, then sub s i n ≡ sub s i n’, where n’ is chosen so that
n’ + i ≡ length s.

complete : (A : N) → (s : String) → (i n : N)
→ n + i ≤ length s → (sub s i n)  A → s [ i, n + i ) A
In the rest of the paper, the parsing relation _[_,_)_ will be used.
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2.3. Parsing algorithm
The algorithm works with matrices of sets of parse trees where the rows and columns correspond to two positions in
some string s. The only allowed entries at a position i, j are parse trees from various nonterminals for the substring of s
from the i-th to the j-th position.
We represent matrices as association lists of elements of the form (row, column, entry). Note that we allow multiple
entries in the same row and column of a matrix, corresponding to multiple parse trees for the same substring (and possibly
the same nonterminal).

Mtrx : String → Set
Mtrx s = List (∃[i : N] ∃[j : N] ∃[A : N] s [ i, j ) A)
Let m1 and m2 be two matrices for the same string s. Their product is deﬁned as:

_*_ : Mtrx s → Mtrx s → Mtrx s
m1 * m2 = { (i, k, A, cons _ t1 t2 ) | (i, j, B, t1 ) ← m1 ,
(j, k, C, t2 ) ← m2 , (A −→ B • C) ← Rs }
The operation _*_ is multiplication (in the ordinary sense of matrix multiplication) of two matrices over sets of parse trees.
The product of two sets of parse trees is given by the set of all well-typed parse trees cons p t1 t2 where t1 is drawn
from the ﬁrst set and t2 from the second. The sum of two sets of parse trees is their union.
Next, we deﬁne a function triples which, given a natural number n, enumerates all pairs of natural numbers which
add up to n:

triples : (n : N) → List (∃[i : N] ∃[j : N] i + j ≡ n)
triples = { (i, n - i, +-eq n i) | i ← [0 . . . n] }
where
+-eq : (n : N)(i : [0 . . . n]) → i + (n - i) ≡ n
+-eq = ...
For a matrix m we deﬁne raising m to the n-th “power” as:

pow : Mtrx s → N → Mtrx s
pow m zero = if nullable
then { (i, i, S, empt _) | i ← [0 . . . length s) }
else []
pow m (suc zero) = m
pow m (suc (suc n)) = { t | (i, j, _) ← triples n,
t ← pow m (suc i) * pow m (suc j) }
Let us give an example:

pow m 4 = m * (pow m 3) ++ (pow m 2) * (pow m 2) ++ (pow m 3) * m
pow m 3 = m * (pow m 2) ++ (pow m 2) * m
pow m 2 = m * m
Note that this function is not structurally recursive. The numbers suc i, suc j returned by triples are in fact
smaller than suc (suc n), but not by deﬁnition, only provably. We will introduce a structurally recursive version in
Section 4.
The CYK parsing algorithm takes a string s and checks whether s can be derived from the start nonterminal S. Since,
for any grammar in Chomsky normal form, there can only be a ﬁnite number of parse trees for any given string, our version
of the algorithm faithfully returns a list of all possible derivations (trees) of string s from all nonterminals.
We record all parse trees of all length-1 substrings of s in the matrix m-init s:

m-init : (s : String) → Mtrx s
m-init s = { (i, suc i, A, sngl _) | i ← [0 . . . length s),
(A −→ charAt i s) ← Rs }
As a result, pow (m-init s) n contains exactly all parse trees of all length-n substrings of s. Indeed, the intuition is
as follows. The empty string is parsed, if the grammar is nullable. And any string of length 2 or longer has its parse trees
given by a binary rule and parse trees for shorter strings. We give a formal correctness argument soon.
To ﬁnd the parse trees of the full string s for the start nonterminal S, we compute pow (m-init s) (length s)
and extract the parse trees for S.
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cyk-parse : (s : String) → Mtrx s
cyk-parse s = pow (m-init s) (length s)
cyk-parse-main : (s : String) → List (s [ 0, length s ) S)
cyk-parse-main s =
{ (i, j, A, t) ← cyk-parse s, A == S, i == 0, j == length s }
(cyk-parse s can have entries only in row 0, column length s, but Agda does not know this, unless we invoke the
lemma sound below.)
3. Correctness
Correctness of the algorithm means that it deﬁnes the same parse trees as the parsing relation. We break the correctness
statement down into soundness and completeness.
Soundness in the sense that pow (m-init s) n produces good parse trees of substrings of s is immediate by typing.
With minimal reasoning we can also conclude

sound : (s : String) → (i j n : N) → (A : N) → (t : s [ i, j ) A))
→ (i, j, A, t) ∈ pow (m-init s) n → j ≡ n + i
i.e., only substrings of length n are derived at stage n.
To prove completeness, we need to show that triples n contains all possible combinations of natural numbers i and
j such that i + j ≡ n:

triples-complete : (i j n : N)
→ (prf : i + j ≡ n) → (i, j, prf) ∈ triples n
This property is proved by induction on n.
It is easily proved that a proof of s [ i, j ) A with A not equal to S parses a non-empty substring of s.

compl-help : (s : String) → (i j : N) → (A : N)
→ s [ i, j ) A → A ≡ S → ∃[n : N] j ≡ suc n + i
Now, we are ready to show that the parsing algorithm is complete.

complete : (s : String) → (i n : N) → (A : N)
→ (t : s [ i, n + i ) A) → (i, n + i, A, t) ∈ pow (m-init s) n
The proof is by induction on the parse tree t. Let us analyze the possible cases:

• If t = empt prf for some prf of type nullable ≡ true, then n = 0 and the ﬁrst deﬁning equation of the
function pow applies:
pow (m-init s) 0 = [(i, i, S, empt _) | i ← [0 . . . length s)].
which clearly contains t.
• If t = sngl p for some p of type A −→ charAt i s ∈ Rs, then n = 1 and pow (m-init s) 1 =
m-init s. By deﬁnition, m-init s contains all possible derivations of single terminals found in s.
• In the third case, t = cons p t1 t2 for some p of type A −→ B • C ∈ Rs, t1 of type s [ i, j ) B, t2 of
type s [ j, n + i ) C.
– If B or C are equal to S, then we get contradiction with S-axiom1 or S-axiom2 respectively.
– If neither B or C is equal to S, then by compl-help we get j ≡ suc c + i for some c and n + i ≡
suc d + suc c + i, for some d. By the induction hypothesis, we get that (i, suc c + i, B, t1 ) ∈ pow
(m-init s) (suc c) and (suc c + i, suc d + suc c + i, C, t2 )∈ pow (m-init s) (suc d).
Hence, from the deﬁnition of multiplication and A −→ B • C ∈ Rs we conclude that

(i, suc d + suc c + i, A, t) ∈ pow (m-init s) (suc c) ∗
pow (m-init s) (suc d)
From n + i ≡ suc d + suc c + i we get n ≡ suc (suc (c + d)) and by triples-complete we
know that (c, d, refl) ∈ triples (c + d) where refl : c + d ≡ c + d. Since pow computes and
unions all the products of pairs returned by triples (c + d) we conclude that
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pow (m-init s) (suc c) ∗ pow (m-init s) (suc d)
⊆ pow (m-init s) n.
which completes the proof.
Note that this proof of correctness makes explicit the induction principles employed and other details which are usually
left implicit in textbook expositions of the algorithm.
In our Agda development, we have implemented the algorithm together with the completeness proofs just shown. The
most interesting part of implementation is the design of data structures together with some useful invariants which support
smooth formal proofs.
4. Termination
For the logic of Agda to be consistent, all functions must be terminating. This is statically checked by Agda’s termination
checker. So it is the duty of a programmer to provide suﬃciently convincing arguments. This section describes the classical
approach for proving termination based on well-founded relations [6].
The deﬁnition of pow given above is not recognized by Agda as terminating, even if it actually terminates.
The reason is that Agda accepts recursive calls on deﬁnitionally structurally smaller arguments of an inductive type.
In our case, however, a call of pow on suc (suc n) leads to calls on suc i and suc j where (i, j, prf) ∈
triples n, i.e., to calls on provably smaller numbers (and not on, say, just suc n or n).
To make our deﬁnition acceptable not only to Agda’s type-checker, but also the termination-checker, we have to explain
Agda that we make recursive calls along a well-founded relation.
Classically, we can say that a relation is well-founded, if it contains no inﬁnite descending chains. An adequate constructive version uses the notion of accessibility.
An element x of a set X is called accessible with respect to some relation _≺_, if all elements related to x are accessible.
Crucially, this deﬁnition is to be read inductively.

data Acc {X : Set}(_≺_: X → X → Set)(x : X) : Set where
acc : ((y : X) → y ≺ x → Acc _≺_ y) → Acc _≺_ x
A relation can be said to be well-founded, if all elements in the carrier set are accessible.

Well-founded : {X : Set}(_≺_: X → X → Set) → Set
Well-founded = (x : X) → Acc _≺_ x
Now we can deﬁne the less-than relation _<_ on natural numbers:

data _<_ (m : N) : N → Set where
<-base : m < suc m
<-step : {n : N} → m < n → m < suc n
And we can prove that relation _<_ is well-founded.

<-wf : Well-founded _<_
Finally, we can summarize everything and give a deﬁnition of pow that is structurally recursive on the proof of accessibility, and by doing so, discharge the obligations of the termination checker:

pow’ : {s : String} → Mtrx s → (n : N) → Acc _<_ n → Mtrx s
pow’ m zero accn = if nullable
then { (i, i, S, empt _) | i ← [0 . . . length s) }
else []
pow’ m (suc zero) accn = m
pow’ m (suc (suc n)) (acc acf) = { t | (i, j, prf) ← triples n,
t ← (pow’ m (suc i) (acf (suc i) (<-lem1 prf))) *
(pow’ m (suc j) (acf (suc j) (<-lem2 prf))) }
where
<-lem1 : ∀{i j n} → i + j ≡ n → suc i < suc (suc n)
<-lem2 : ∀{i j n} → i + j ≡ n → suc j < suc (suc n)
pow : {s : String} → Mtrx s → (n : N) → Mtrx s
pow m n = pow’ m n (<-wf n)
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After changing the function pow (namely adding the accessibility argument), the correctness proofs must also be adjusted.
But the changes are minimal.
5. Memoization
Our implementation of the algorithm is well-founded recursive on the less-than relation. Without memoization, it involves excessive recomputation of the matrices pow m n. To avoid recomputation of intermediate results we implement a
memoized version of the pow function.
We introduce a type of memo tables. A memo table can record some powers of m as entries; we allow only valid entries.

MemTbl : {s : String} → Mtrx s → Set
MemTbl {s} m = (n : N) → Maybe (∃[m’ : Mtrx s] m’ ≡ pow m n)
In our implementation, extracting elements from the memo table takes time proportional to the number of elements in it
(imperative implementations could do that in constant time).
We introduce a function pow-tbl that is like pow, except that it expects to get some element tbl of MemTbl m as an
argument. Instead of making recursive calls, it looks up matrices in the given memo table tbl. If the required matrix is not
there, it falls back to pow. At this stage we do not worry about where to get a memo table from; we just assume that we
have one given.

pow-tbl : {s : String} → (m : Mtrx s) → N → MemTbl m → Mtrx s
pow-tbl m zero tbl = if nullable
then { (i, i, S, empt _) | i ← [0 . . . length s) }
else []
pow-tbl m (suc zero)
tbl = m
pow-tbl m (suc (suc n)) tbl = { t | (i, j, _) ← triples n,
t ← mt (suc i) ∗ mt (suc j) }
where
mt n = maybe (pow m n) fst (tbl n)
maybe : Y → (X → Y) → Maybe X → Y
maybe y f nothing = y
maybe y f (just x) = f x
The next step is to prove that pow and pow-tbl compute propositionally equal results.

pow≡pow-tbl : {s : String} → (m : Mtrx s) → (n : N) →
(tbl : MemTbl m) → pow-tbl m n tbl ≡ pow m n
The proof is easy. Recall that the only difference between the functions pow and pow-tbl is that the function pow calls
itself while function pow-tbl ﬁrst tries to retrieve the result from the memo table tbl. Let us analyze the possible cases:

• If tbl n returns nothing, then mt n returns the result of pow m n.
• If tbl n returns just p, then p is a pair of a matrix m’, which becomes mt n, and a proof that m’ equals to
pow m n.
Hence the functions pow and pow-tbl are extensionally equal.
Now we have to ﬁnd a way to actually build memo tables with intermediate results together with the proofs that they
coincide with the matrices returned by pow.
We implement a function which iteratively computes the powers pow m n of an argument matrix m, where i ≤ n ≤
i + j for given i and j, remembering all intermediate results.

pow-mem : {s : String} → (m : Mtrx s) → N → N → MemTbl m → Mtrx s
pow-mem m i zero
tbl = pow-tbl m i tbl
pow-mem m i (suc j) tbl = pow-mem m (suc i) j tbl’ where
tbl’ p = if p == i
then just (pow-tbl m i tbl, pow≡pow-tbl m i tbl)
else tbl p)
The function pow-mem calls itself with ever more ﬁlled memo tables starting from lower powers. Observe how the
theorem pow≡pow-tbl is now used to ensure the correctness of each new memo table tbl’.
Finally, the function for CYK parsing can be deﬁned as follows:
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cyk-parse-mem : (s : String) → Mtrx s
cyk-parse-mem s =
pow-mem (m-init s) 0 (length s) (λ _ → nothing)
6. List monad
In the deﬁnitions above, for the sake of clarity we used informal Haskell-style list comprehension syntax. List comprehensions give a good intuition about the properties of the functions deﬁned. Agda does not support such syntax, but we
can explicate the monad structure on lists and use that to faithfully translate the comprehension syntax into Agda. The way
of translating comprehensions into monadic code was described in [7].
First, we deﬁne the “bind” and “return” operations:

_>>=_ : {X Y : Set} → List X → (X → List Y) → List Y
_>>=_ xs f = foldr (λ x ys → f x ++ ys) [] xs
return : {X : Set} → X → List X
return x = [ x ]
Second, we prove the monad laws:

• Left identity:
left-id : {X Y : Set} → (x : X) →
→ return x >>= f ≡ f x

(f : X → List Y)

• Right identity:
right-id : {X : Set} → (xs : List X)
→ xs >>= return ≡ xs
• Associativity:
assoc : {X Y Z : Set} → (xs : List X) → (f : X → List Y)
→ (g : Y → List Z)
→ (xs >>= f) >>= g ≡ xs >>= (λ x → f x >>= g)
Finally, we can deﬁne the translation from comprehensions to monadic code:

• For the base case we have:
{ t | x ← xs } = xs >>= (λ x → return t)
• And for the step case:
{ t | p ← ps, q } = ps >>= (λ p → { t | q })
In addition to the monad laws, we prove the following theorems about _>>=_:
– The elements of lists deﬁned by a comprehension can be traced back to where they originate from. This theorem
provides a generic way for proving properties about the elements of a comprehension:

list-monad-th : {X Y : Set} → (xs : List X) → (f : X → List Y)
→ (y : Y) → y ∈ xs >>= f
→ ∃[x : X] x ∈ xs × y ∈ f x
– We also need to use that a comprehension does not miss anything:

list-monad-ht : {X Y : Set} → (xs : List X) → (f : X → List Y)
→ (y : Y) → (x : X) → x ∈ xs → y ∈ f x
→ y ∈ xs >>= f
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– If f and g are extensionally equal (i.e., propositionally equal on all arguments), then we can change one for the other,
a sort of congruence property:

>>=cong : ∀ {X Y : Set} → (xs : List X) → (f g : X → List Y)
→ (∀ x → f x ≡ g x) → xs >>= f ≡ xs >>= g
– The next property (a corollary from the associativity law) shows that “bind” is distributive over concatenation:

>>=distr : {X Y : Set} → (xs ys : List X) → (f : X → List Y)
→ (xs ++ ys) >>= f ≡ (xs >>= f) ++ (ys >>= f)
The main proofs in our work reason about list comprehensions only with the monad laws and properties of the “bind”
operator like those just outlined. This makes them modular and concise.
7. Related work
Formal veriﬁcation of parsers has proven to be an interesting and challenging topic for developers of certiﬁed software.
Barthwal and Norrish [8] formalize SLR parsing using the HOL4 proof assistant. They construct an SLR parser for contextfree grammars, and prove it to be sound and complete. Formalization of the SLR parser is done in over 20 000 lines of code,
which is a rather big development. However, SLR parsers handle only unambiguous grammars (SLR grammars are a subset
of LR(1) grammars).
Parsing Expression Grammars (PEGs) are a relatively recent formalism for specifying recursive descent parsers. Koprowski and Binsztok [9] formalize the semantics of PEGs in Coq. They check context-free grammars for well-formedness.
Well-formedness ensures that the grammar is not left-recursive. Under this assumption, they prove that a non-memoizing
interpreter is terminating. Soundness and completeness of the interpreter are shown easily, because the PEG interpreter is
a functional representation of the semantics of PEGs.
An LR(1) parser is a ﬁnite-state automaton, equipped with a stack, which uses a combination of its current state and one
lookahead symbol in order to determine which action to perform next. Jourdan, Pottier and Leroy [10] present a validator
which, when applied to a context-free grammar G and an automaton A, checks that A and G agree. The validation process
is independent of which technique was used to construct A. The validator is implemented and proved to be sound and
complete using the Coq proof assistant. However, there is no guarantee of termination of interpreter that executes the LR(1)
automaton. Termination is ensured by supplying some large constant (fuel) to the interpreter.
Danielsson and Norell [11] implement a library of parser combinators with termination guarantees in Agda [3]. They
represent parsers using clever combination of induction and coinduction which guarantees termination and also rules out
some forms of left recursion.
Sjöblom [12] implements Valiant’s algorithm in Agda. He shows that a context-free grammar induces a nonstandard algebraic structure—a nonassociative semiring. It is deﬁned as a tuple ( R , 0, +, ·), where ( R , 0, +) is a monoid, · is distributive
over 0 and +. He also deﬁnes inductive datatypes for vectors, matrices and triangular matrices. The type for triangular
matrices is built of the pieces needed for recursive calls of Valiant’s parsing algorithm. Finally, he shows that, given some
triangular matrix over some nonassociative semiring, the algorithm implemented computes the transitive closure of the
input triangular matrix.
None of the previously mentioned works can treat all context-free grammars. Ridge [13] demonstrates how to construct
sound and complete parser implementations directly from grammar speciﬁcations, for all context-free grammars, based on
combinator parsing. He constructs a generic parser generator and shows that generated parsers are sound and complete.
The formal proofs are mechanized using the HOL4 theorem prover. The time complexity of the memoized version of the
implemented parser is O (n5 ).
8. Conclusion and future work
Veriﬁed implementation of well known algorithms is important mainly because it encourages ﬁnding implementations
that make it feasible to conduct small and elegant proofs and also makes all necessary assumptions explicit.
We have shown that, with careful design, programming with dependent types is a powerful tool for implementing
algorithms together with correctness proofs.
Since the CYK algorithm handles only grammars in normal form, we plan to extend our work to grammars in general
form. One possible way of doing it is to implement a veriﬁed normalization algorithm for context-free grammars, i.e., convert
context-free grammars from general form to normal form. In the constructive setting, proofs of soundness and completeness
of this procedure will be functions between parse trees in the general and normal-form grammars. So one could use the
CYK implementation of this paper to produce parse trees for grammars in normal form and then convert them to trees for
grammars in general form by using the soundness proof of the normalization algorithm.
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Abstract

• inclusion between a context-free language and a regular hedge

language.

Every context-free grammar can be transformed into an equivalent
one in the Chomsky normal form by a sequence of four transformations. In this work on formalization of language theory, we prove
formally in the Agda dependently typed programming language
that each of these transformations is correct in the sense of making
progress toward normality and preserving the language of the given
grammar. Also, we show that the right sequence of these transformations leads to a grammar in the Chomsky normal form (since
each next transformation preserves the normality properties established by the previous ones) that accepts the same language as the
given grammar. As we work in a constructive setting, soundness
and completeness proofs are functions converting between parse
trees in the normalized and original grammars.

Having a certified implementation of normalization for CFGs enables us to lift these decision procedures to context-free languages
defined by CFGs in general form without losing the guarantees of
correctness.
Another example is our previous work [3], where we reported
on a certified implementation of the Cocke–Younger–Kasami
(CYK) parsing algorithm in the Agda dependently typed programming language [9]. The CYK algorithm works only with grammars
in the Chomsky normal form. Now, with a certified implementation of the CFG normalization algorithm we extend the reach of
this work. Namely, to parse a string s for some general CFG G we
could proceed as follows:

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification—correctness proofs; F.3.1
[Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Specifying and Verifying and
Reasoning about Programs; F.4.2 [Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages]: Grammars and Other Rewriting Systems

• normalize G into a CNF G’;
• parse s by using the certified implementation of the CYK algo-

rithm and get a parse tree t for the grammar G’;

• finally, convert the parse tree t for the grammar G’ to a parse

tree t’ for the grammar G with the constructive soundness proof
of normalization of G (which is a function from parse trees to
parse trees).

Keywords certified programs; context-free grammars; Chomsky
normal form; normalization; dependently typed programming;
Agda

1.

Both examples demonstrate how certified normalization enables
us to adopt certified development from CNF grammars to general
CFGs retaining the correctness guarantees.
The full normalization transformation for a CFG is the composition of the following constituent transformations [1]:

Introduction

In formal language theory, a context-free grammar (CFG) is said to
be in the Chomsky normal form (CNF), if all of its production rules
are of the form: A −→ BC, A −→ a, or S −→ ε, where A, B and
C are nonterminals, a is a terminal, S is the start nonterminal. Also,
neither B nor C may be the start nonterminal.
Context-free grammars in the Chomsky normal form are very
convenient to work with. It is often assumed that either CFGs are
given in CNF from the beginning or there is an intermediate step
of normalization. For example, Minamide [8] has implemented and
proved correct three sophisticated decision procedures for contextfree languages specified by CNF grammars:

1. elimination of all ε-rules (i.e., rules of the form A −→ ε)
(Section 3);
2. elimination all unit rules (i.e., rules of the form A −→ B)
(Section 4);
3. replacing all rules A −→ X1 X2 ... Xk where k ≥ 3 with
rules A −→ X1 A1 , A1 −→ X2 A2 , Ak-2 −→ Xk-1 Xk where Ai are
“fresh” nonterminals (Section 5.1);
4. for each terminal a, adding a new rule A −→ a where A is a
fresh nonterminal and replacing a in the right-hand sides of all
rules with length at least two with A (Section 5.2).

• inclusion between a context-free language and a regular lan-

guage;

• balancedness of a context-free language;

The algorithms for the first, third and fourth transformations are
functional versions of the classical imperative algorithms described, e.g., in [1]. The approach to eliminating unit rules is a
little different and is designed to support certified development
(uses a recursion that is easily presented as wellfounded).
We prove the correctness of this normalization transformation
by showing that a given CFG and the corresponding CNF grammar
accept the same language. Because we work in a constructive
framework, the proof consists of total functions converting parse
trees of the normalized grammar to the given grammar (soundness)
and in the converse direction (completeness) (Section 6).
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We used Agda 2.4.2 and Agda Standard Library 0.8.1 for this
development. The full Agda code of this paper can be found at
http://cs.ioc.ee/~denis/cert-norm/.

Rs : Rules
Rs = [ S −→ [ nt S , tm ‘+‘ , nt S ],
S −→ [ tm ‘1‘ ] ]

2.

fr : S −→ [ nt S , tm ‘+‘ , nt S ] ∈ Rs
sr : S −→ [ tm ‘1‘ ] ∈ Rs

Setup

We assume that N and T are some fixed types for nonterminals and
terminals respectively. We only require N and T to have decidable
equality. Symbols are terminals and nonterminals. A rule is defined
as a pair of a nonterminal and a list of symbols. We also define
some handy abbreviations:

The strings "1" and "1+1" have the following unique derivations:
1T : Tree Rs S "1"
1T = node sr (‘1‘ ::t empty)
1+1T : Tree Rs S "1+1"
1+1T = node fr (1T ::n ‘+‘ ::t 1T ::n empty)

data Symbol : Set where
nt : N → Symbol
tm : T → Symbol

But the string "1+1+1" has two derivations:

RHS = List Symbol

S

data Rule : Set where
_−→_ : N → RHS → Rule

S

S

Rules = List Rule
Ts : Rules → List T
Ts Rs = { a | A −→ rhs ∈ Rs, tm a ∈ rhs }

1 + 1 + 1
lft : Tree Rs S "1+1+1"

NTs : Rules → List N
NTs Rs = { A | A −→ rhs ∈ Rs } ∪
{ B | A −→ rhs ∈ Rs, nt B ∈ rhs }

lft : Tree Rs S "1+1+1"
lft = node fr (1+1T ::n ‘+‘ ::t 1T ::n empty)

String = List T

S

(To avoid notational clutter, in the paper we employ an easy-to-read
unofficial list comprehension syntax.)
For now and for most of the paper, we assume that a grammar
is just a list of rules, we do not assume a fixed start nonterminal. In
Section 6.2, we define a grammar as a list of rules together with a
designated start nonterminal.
The datatype of the parse trees (abstract syntax trees) is parametrized by a grammar Rs and is defined inductively as follows:
mutual
data Tree
node :
→
→

S

S

S

S
S

S

1 + 1 + 1
rgt : Tree Rs S "1+1+1"

(Rs : Rules) : N → String → Set where
{A : N}{rhs : RHS}{s : String}
A −→ rhs ∈ Rs
Forest Rs rhs s → Tree Rs A s

rgt : Tree Rs S "1+1+1"
rgt = node fr (1T ::n ‘+‘ ::t 1+1T ::n empty)

3. ε-rule elimination and its correctness

data Forest (Rs : Rules) :
RHS → String → Set where
empty : Forest Rs [] []
_::t _ : {rhs : RHS}{s : String}
→ (t : T) → Forest Rs rhs s
→ Forest Rs (tm t :: rhs) (t :: s)
_::n _ : {rhs : RHS}{s1 s2 : String}{A : N}
→ Tree Rs A s1 → Forest Rs rhs s2
→ Forest Rs (nt A :: rhs) (s1 ++ s2 )

The main consequence of the presence of ε-rules in a grammar is
that parse trees for the empty string can be constructed for some
nonterminals. A nonterminal A is called nullable for a grammar Rs,
if one can construct a parse tree for the empty string with A at the
root, i.e., an inhabitant of the type Tree Rs A []. We describe the
transformation of ε-rule elimination:
1. find all nullable nonterminals;

(In Agda, an argument enclosed in curly braces is implicit. The
Agda type checker will try to figure it out. If an argument cannot
be inferred, it must be provided explicitly.)
In general, the type Tree Rs A s collects all parse trees for
a string s for a grammar Rs and a nonterminal A at the root. The
auxiliary type Forest Rs rhs s collects all parse forests for a
string s whose constituent individual parse trees are rooted at the
symbols in rhs.
Let us look at the following example. Consider the following
grammar Rs with two rules. Their proofs of membership in the
grammar serve as names for these rules.

2. for each rule with some nullable nonterminals in its right-hand
side rhs, add a set of new rules given by all subsequences of
rhs obtained by dropping some nullable nonterminals;
3. remove every rule whose right-hand side is empty string.
For example, for the grammar
S −→ AbA | B
B −→ b | c
A −→ ε | d

the transformation produces the following grammar:
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allSubSeq : {X : Set} → (X → Bool)
→ List X → List (List X)
allSubSeq P xs
= foldr (λ x res →
if P x then res ++ (map (_::_ x) res)
else map (_::_ x) res)
[ [] ] xs

S −→ AbA | Ab | bA | b | B
B −→ b | c
A −→ d

Note that the transformation makes all nonterminals non-nullable:
for a nonterminal nullable for the given grammar, the language
of this nonterminal in the transformed grammar differs from its
language in the original grammar by the absence of the empty word.
3.1

For an explanation, let us look at the example:

Nullable nonterminals

allSubSeq (≡ nt A) [ nt A, nt B, nt A, nt C ] ⇒
[ [ nt A, nt B, nt A, nt C ],
[
nt B, nt A, nt C ],
[ nt A, nt B,
nt C ],
[
nt B,
nt C ] ]

In this section, we describe how to find all nullable nonterminals
of a grammar. We use the following observation: if a nonterminal
A is nullable, then there exists a rule A −→ rhs ∈ Rs such that
rhs consists only of nullable nonterminals (in particular, it is also
possible that rhs ≡ []). Therefore, to find all nullable nonterminals, we iteratively build all trees for the empty string. Here is the
algorithm:

To generate all subsequences of some list xs, one could call
allSubSeq (λ _ → true) xs. The function allSubSeq function is sound and complete in the sense that it generates all desired
subsequences and nothing else (a formalization can be found in our
development).

nlbls : Rules → N → List N
nlbls Rs zero
= start
nlbls Rs (suc n) = collect (nlbls Rs n)
where
start = { A | A −→ [] ∈ Rs }
collect ans
= { A | A −→ rhs ∈ Rs ,
(B : N) → nt B ∈ rhs → B ∈ ans }

3.3

norm-e : Rules → Rules
norm-e Rs = { A −→ rhs’ | A −→ rhs ∈ Rs ,
rhs’ ∈ allSubSeq (∈ nullables Rs) rhs ,
rhs’ 6≡ [] }

Clearly, the algorithm is sound (by construction):

nlbls-snd : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N) → (n : N)
→ A ∈ nlbls Rs n → Tree Rs A []

First, we find all nullable nonterminals in the grammar. Then, for
each rule A −→ rhs in Rs, we compute all subsequences rhs’
of rhs obtainable by dropping some nullable nonterminals in rhs.
Finally, for all nonempty rhs’, the rule A −→ rhs’ is added to
the resulting grammar.

But how many iterations do we need for the completeness? Let us
look at a weak version of completeness:
nlbls-cmplt-weak : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N)
→ (t : Tree Rs A []) → A ∈ nlbls Rs (height t)

3.4

By induction on the height of the parse tree, we can easily prove
this lemma. But the lemma is too weak, because it depends on the
height of the input parse tree and this is not bounded. We need to
find a number of iterations that is sufficient for every possible parse
tree.
We prove that length Rs (denotes the number of the rules in
the grammar) many iterations is enough:

Correctness

Progress Observe that the function norm-e explicitly excludes
rules with empty right-hand sides. Therefore, it is simple to show
that, for any grammar Rs, the normalized grammar norm-e Rs has
no ε-rules:
ne-progress : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N)
→ A −→ [] ∈
/ norm-e Rs

nlbls-cmplt : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N)
→ Tree Rs A [] → A ∈ nlbls Rs (length Rs)

Soundness Next, let us show soundness. Namely, given some tree
in the normalized grammar Tree (norm-e Rs) A s, we would
like to construct a parse tree of s in the original grammar Rs:

Proof If height t ≤ length Rs, then the theorem is proved by
nlbls-cmplt-weak. If height t > length Rs, then there exists
at least one branch in the parse tree with at least one rule used
twice. Suppose this rule is r : B −→ rhs ∈ Rs. Next, let the
subtrees rooted at the left-hand nonterminal B of the rule r be
t and t’, t’ being a subtree of t. Both t and t’ have type
Tree Rs B []. Therefore, we can substitute t’ for t and still get
a parse tree of type Tree Rs A []. This procedure can be repeated
until height t ≤ length Rs.
Finally, we define an abbreviation:

ne-snd : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N) → (s : String)
→ Tree (norm-e Rs) A s → Tree Rs A s

Proof The proof is by induction on the height of
t : Tree (norm-e Rs) A s.
Pattern
matching
yields
f : Forest (norm-e Rs) rhs s
and
r : A −→ rhs ∈ norm-e Rs such that t ≡ node r f. For
each tree t’ of type Tree (norm-e Rs) B s’ such that t’ ∈ f,
by the induction hypothesis, we construct a tree Tree Rs B s’.
Hence, we can construct f’ : Forest Rs rhs s. Next, analyze
the rule A −→ rhs. If r’ : A −→ rhs ∈ Rs, then the proof is
completed by the witness node r’ f’. If A −→ rhs ∈
/ Rs, then
by the definition of norm-e there exists some rule
r’ : A −→ rhs’ ∈ Rs
such
that
rhs ∈ allSubSeq (∈ nullables Rs) rhs’. By soundness
of allSubSeq, the list rhs is a subsequence of rhs’. Moreover,
the nonterminals of all removed positions in rhs’ are contained
in nullables Rs. Therefore, the proof can be completed by the
witness node r’ f’’ : Tree Rs A s, where f’’ is constructed

nullables : Rules → List N
nullables Rs = nlbls Rs (length Rs)
3.2

ε-rule elimination

Finally, to eliminate ε-rules, we combine the allSubSeq and
nullables:

Subsequences

In this section, we describe how to compute certain subsequences
of a list. More precisely, given some list xs : List X and some
predicate P : X → Bool, we would like to compute all subsequences of xs obtainable by dropping some elements satisfying P.
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from f’ by putting trees for the empty string (produced by using
soundness of nullables) at the dropped positions of rhs’.

A
C

Completeness Conversely, given a parse tree for some non-empty
string (recall that norm-e makes all nonterminals non-nullable) in
the original grammar, we can convert it into a parse tree in the
normalized grammar:
ne-cmplt : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N) → (s : String)
→ Tree Rs A s → s 6≡ [] → Tree (norm-e Rs) A s

c
ne-cmplt t : Tree (norm-e Rs) A "c"

Proof The proof is by induction on the height of the parse tree
t : Tree Rs A s. By pattern matching, we have t ≡ node r f
where f : Forest Rs rhs s and r : A −→ rhs ∈ Rs. For
each tree t’ : Tree Rs B s’ such that t’ ∈ f, let us analyze
the possible cases:

Note, that for the converse direction ne-snd (ne-cmplt t) 6≡ t
(there are many ways to construct subtrees for empty word):
A
B C D

• If s’ 6≡ [], then by the induction hypothesis, we can construct

Tree (norm-e Rs) A s’.

• If

s’ ≡ [], then by
B ∈ nullables Rs.

nlbls-cmplt,

we

have

that
ε c ε
ne-snd (ne-cmplt t) : Tree Rs A "c"

Therefore, f’ : Forest (norm-e Rs) rhs’ s can be constructed where rhs’ is a subsequence of rhs (the positions at
which f : Forest Rs rhs s contains trees for the empty string
are skipped). If rhs’ 6≡ [], then by completeness of nullables
and allSubSeq, we get that r’ : A −→ rhs’ ∈ norm-e Rs
and the proof is completed by the witness node r’ f’. If
rhs’ ≡ [], then s should be empty (all positions are nulled),
but this contradicts the assumption that s 6≡ [].
3.5

Implementation

nu-step : Rules → N → Rules
nu-step Rs A
= { rule’ | rule ∈ Rs, rule’ ∈ step-f Rs A rule }
where
step-f : Rules → N → Rule → Rules
step-f Rs A (B −→ rhs) =
if rhs ≡ [ nt A ] then
{ B −→ rhs’ | A −→ rhs’ ∈ Rs,
rhs’ 6≡ [ nt A ] }
else [ B −→ rhs ]

Example

−→
−→
−→
−→

Unit rule elimination and its correctness

4.1

We describe in list comprehension notation how unit rules with a
particular right-hand nonterminal are eliminated:

Consider the following grammar Rs:
A
B
C
D

4.

BCD | B
ε | A
c
ε

Since B and D are the only nullable nonterminals, the grammar
norm-e Rs has the following rules:

Compared to the grammar Rs, in the grammar nu-step Rs A
every rule of the form B −→ [ nt A ] is replaced with all rules
of the form B −→ rhs’, where rhs’ stands for a right-hand side
such that A −→ rhs’ ∈ Rs and rhs’ 6≡ [ nt A ]. Now, full
unit rule elimination is achieved by applying this procedure to all
nonterminals:

A −→ BCD | B | CD | BC | C
B −→ A
C −→ c
The nonterminal D in the grammar norm-e Rs is nonproductive
(i.e., (s : String) → Tree (norm-e Rs) D s → ⊥). Let
us look at the example of a tree t for the original grammar Rs and
its counterpart for the ε-normalized grammar norm-e Rs:

norm-u : Rules → Rules
norm-u Rs = foldl nu-step Rs (NTs Rs)
Recall that NTs Rs is an enumeration of all nonterminals appearing
in the grammar Rs.

A

4.2 Correctness
Progress

B C D

First, we show that nu-step gains some progress:

nu-step-progress : (Rs : Rules) → (A B : N)
→ A −→ [ nt B ] ∈
/ nu-step Rs B

A

This lemma states that there is no rule with the right-hand side
[ nt B ] in the grammar nu-step Rs B. The progress lemma
for the norm-u is a trivial consequence:

B
ε c ε
t : Tree Rs A "c"

nu-progress : (Rs : Rules) → (A B : N)
→ A −→ [ nt B ] ∈
/ norm-u Rs
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Soundness We start by proving a lemma about possible shapes of
rules in the original grammar:

• If

rhs 6≡ [ nt B ], then by nu-cmplt’’ we have
p’ : A −→ rhs ∈ nu-step Rs B and proof is finished by
the witness node p’ f’ : Tree (nu-step Rs B) A s.

nu-sound-main : (Rs : Rules) → (A B : N)
→ (rhs : RHS) → A −→ rhs ∈ nu-step Rs B
→ A −→ rhs ∈ Rs
∨ (A −→ [ nt B ] ∈ Rs × B −→ rhs ∈ Rs)

• If rhs ≡ [ nt B ], then the previously constructed f’ sat-

isfies f’ ≡ (node q f’’) ::n empty where f’’ is of type
Forest (nu-step Rs B) rhs’ s and q is of type
B −→ rhs’ ∈ nu-step Rs B. By nu-step-progress we
know that rhs’ 6≡ [ nt B ], therefore, by nu-cmplt’ we
get p’ : A −→ rhs’ ∈ nu-step Rs B. Finally, the witness node p’ f’ of type Tree (nu-step Rs B) A s concludes the proof.

This lemma shows that, if a rule A −→ rhs belongs to a normalized grammar nu-step Rs B, then either the rule A −→ rhs belongs to Rs or the rules A −→ [ nt B ] and B −→ rhs do.
Now, we show how soundness follows from nu-sound-main:
nu-step-sound : (Rs : Rules) → (A B : N)
→ (s : String)
→ Tree (nu-step Rs B) A s → Tree Rs A s

And lifting this result to the full elimination of unit rules:
nu-cmplt : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N) → (s : String)
→ Tree Rs A s → Tree (norm-u Rs) A s

Proof The proof is by induction on the height of the tree
t : Tree (nu-step Rs B) A s. Pattern matching on t yields
some f of type Forest (nu-step Rs B) rhs s and
p : A −→ rhs ∈ (nu-step Rs B) such that t ≡ node p f.
Next, for all trees t’ : Tree (nu-step Rs B) C s’ such that
t’ ∈ f, by the induction hypothesis, we turn t’ into
t’’ : Tree Rs C s’. Therefore, by induction on the length of f,
a forest f’ : Forest Rs rhs s can be constructed. Finally, by
nu-sound-main we have two cases:

4.3

A −→ CA | B | a
B −→ b | A
C −→ BA

• p’ : A −→ rhs ∈ Rs. Then the proof is completed by con-

structing the witness node p’ f’ : Tree Rs A s.

After the norm-u transformation we have:

• p’ : A −→ [ nt B ] ∈ Rs and p’’ : B −→ rhs ∈ Rs.

Then the proof is completed by the giving the witness
node ((node p’’ f’) ::n empty) p’ which has type
Tree Rs A s.

A −→ CA | a | b
B −→ b | CA | a
C −→ BA

Soundness of norm-u follows trivially from nu-step-sound:

Observe how an example tree for the original grammar is transformed into a tree for the normalized grammar:

nu-snd : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N) → (s : String)
→ Tree (norm-u Rs) A s → Tree Rs A s

Completeness

Example

Consider the grammar

We start again by observing special properties:

nu-cmplt’ : (Rs : Rules) → (A B : N)
→ (rhs : RHS) → A −→ [ nt B ] ∈ Rs
→ B −→ rhs ∈ Rs → rhs 6≡ [ nt B ]
→ A −→ rhs ∈ nu-step Rs B

A
A

C

B

A

B

nu-cmplt’’ : (Rs : Rules) → (A B : N)
→ (rhs : RHS) → A −→ rhs ∈ Rs
→ rhs 6≡ [ nt B ] → A −→ rhs ∈ nu-step Rs B

A

The nu-cmplt’ lemma states that, if rules A −→ [ nt B ] and
B −→ rhs belong to Rs and rhs 6≡ [ nt B ], then the rule
A −→ rhs belongs to the normalized grammar nu-step Rs B.
At the same time the lemma nu-cmplt’’ establishes that rules
A −→ rhs where rhs 6≡ [ nt B ] will stay in the normalized
grammar.
Using this property, completeness is proved by induction on a
given parse tree and inspection of rules at two consecutive levels.

B
b

a

b

t : Tree Rs A "bab"

A
A

C

nu-step-complete : (Rs : Rules)
→ (A B : N) → (s : String)
→ Tree Rs A s → Tree (nu-step Rs B) A s

B A

Proof The claim is proved by induction on the height of the
tree t of type Tree Rs A s. Pattern matching on t yields some
f : Forest Rs rhs s and p : A −→ rhs ∈ Rs such that
t ≡ node p f. Next, for all trees t’ : Tree Rs C s’ such that
t’ ∈ f, by the induction hypothesis, we construct
t’’ : Tree (nu-step Rs B) C s’. So, by induction on the
length of f, we get f’ : Forest (nu-step Rs B) rhs s. Finally, let us analyze two cases:

b

a

b

nu-cmplt t : Tree (norm-u Rs) A "bab"

Mapping this tree back from the normalized grammar to the
original grammar gives a tree with the unit loop cut out:
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nl-measure Rs = sum lengths
where
lengths = { length rhs | A −→ rhs ∈ Rs,
length rhs > 2 }

A
C

A

So, to eliminate all long rules, we apply the function nl-step
to the set of rules (nl-measure Rs) times.

B A B

norm-l : Rules → Rules
norm-l Rs = fold Rs nl-step (nl-measure Rs)

b a b
nu-snd (nu-cmplt t) : Tree Rs A "bab"

5.2 Right-hand sides containing terminals

Making the exact relationship between maps nu-cmplt and nu-snd
precise is a possible future work.

In what follows, we describe how to eliminate rules A −→ rhs
where rhs contains terminals and length rhs > 1.
The function nt-step Rs a adds to the grammar Rs the rule
newnt Rs −→ tm a and substitutes the symbol tm a with the
symbol nt (newnt Rs) in the right-hand side of every rule whose
right-hand side is longer than 1.

5. Final transformations
5.1

Long right-hand sides

Next, we describe how to eliminate rules A −→ rhs where
length rhs > 2—so-called long rules.
To do so, we first need a function that will supply fresh nonterminals,

nt-step : Rules → T → Rules
nt-step Rs a = let F = newnt Rs in
F −→ tm a ::
{ A −→ subst (tm a) (nt F) rhs |
A −→ rhs ∈ Rs }
where
subst : Symbol → Symbol → RHS → RHS
subst X Y rhs =
if length rhs ≤ 1
then rhs
else map (λ Z → if Z ≡ X then Y else Z) rhs

newnt : Rules → N

and a proof that newnt Rs does not occur anywhere in the grammar
Rs:
newnt-lem : (Rs : Rules) → newnt Rs ∈
/ NTs Rs

The above states that newnt Rs is a “fresh” nonterminal. Note that
there are no side effects involved here, the expression newnt Rs
always returns the same nonterminal. Hence, to get the next “fresh”
nonterminal, one must first embed the current one in the grammar.
For an explanation, assume that N = T = N. Then, let us define
newnt and Rs as follows:

Finally, remove all terminals from right-hand sides longer than 1
by folding Rs with the function nt-step:
norm-t : Rules → Rules
norm-t Rs = foldl nt-step Rs (Ts Rs)

newnt : Rules → N
newnt Rs = 1 + max (NTs Rs)

5.3 Correctness of final transformations

Rs : Rules
Rs = [ 1 −→ [ nt 2, tm 3, nt 4 ] ]

Correctness of both norm-t and norm-l is rather obvious due to
the simple nature of these transformations. But we still state the
correctness theorems to highlight the side conditions and progress
claims (the details of the proofs could be found in the code).
The progress lemma for norm-l states that after the transformation there are no rules with right-hand sides of more than two
symbols.

Rs’ : Rules
Rs’ = 1 −→ [ nt (newnt Rs) ] :: Rs

In that case, newnt Rs ≡ 5. Also, if we define Rs’ by adding the
rule 1 −→ [ nt (newnt Rs) ] to Rs, then newnt Rs’ ≡ 6.
Next, we are ready to define a step of normalization:

nl-progress : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N)
→ (rhs : RHS) → A −→ rhs ∈ norm-l Rs
→ length rhs ≤ 2

nl-step’ : Rules → N → Rules
nl-step’ ((A −→ X :: Y :: Z :: rhs) :: Rs) F =
(A −→ nt F :: Z :: rhs) ::
(F −→ X :: Y :: []) :: Rs
nl-step’ ((A −→ rhs) :: Rs) F =
(A −→ rhs) :: nl-step’ Rs F
nl-step’ [] F = []

The progress lemma for norm-t states that, for any Rs for
all rules A −→ rhs ∈ norm-t Rs, either rhs ≡ [ tm a ] for
some terminal a or rhs consists of nonterminals only.
nt-progress : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N)
→ (rhs : RHS) → A −→ rhs ∈ norm-t Rs
→ ∃(a : T) rhs ≡ [ tm a ] ∨ ntOnly rhs

nl-step : Rules → Rules
nl-step Rs = nl-step’ Rs (newnt Rs)

Next, nl-snd and nt-snd state that each tree for normalized
grammar that is rooted by some nonterminal present in the original
grammar can be transformed into a tree for the original grammar:

The function nl-step looks for the first long rule of the form
A −→ X :: Y :: Z :: rhs and replaces it with rules
A −→ nt F :: Z :: rhs
and
F −→ X :: Y :: []
where F is fresh.
After applying the function nl-step to the grammar Rs, the
sum of the lengths of the right-hand sides of all long rules decreases. This will be the measure of how many times nl-step
needs to be applied to the grammar Rs.

nl-snd : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N)
→ (s : String) → A ∈ NTs Rs
→ Tree (norm-l Rs) A s → Tree Rs A s
nt-snd : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N)
→ (s : String) → A ∈ NTs Rs
→ Tree (norm-t Rs) A s → Tree Rs A s

nl-measure : Rules → N
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The side condition A ∈ NTs Rs is important, because a tree rooted
by some “freshly” added nonterminal has no corresponding tree in
the original grammar, where the fresh nonterminal is not present.
Conversely, any parse tree for Rs could be mapped to parse trees
for norm-l Rs and norm-t Rs.

norm-progress
→ (rhs :
→ (∃(B C
(∃(a :

It states that, for any rule A −→ rhs ∈ norm Rs, either
rhs ≡ [ nt B, nt C ] for some nonterminals B and C or
rhs ≡ [ tm a ] for some terminal a.

nl-cmplt : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N) → (s : String)
→ Tree Rs A s → Tree (norm-l Rs) A s

Soundness To show soundness of norm, we only need to chain
the soundness results of the individual transformations:

nt-cmplt : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N) → (s : String)
→ Tree Rs A s → Tree (norm-t Rs) A s

6.

Full normalization and correctness

6.1

Full normalization function

: (Rs : Rules) → (A : N)
RHS) → A −→ rhs ∈ norm Rs
: N) rhs ≡ [ nt B, nt C ]) ∨
T) rhs ≡ [ tm a ])

norm-snd : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N)
→ (s : String) → A ∈ NTs Rs
→ Tree (norm Rs) A s → Tree Rs A s

Completeness As in the case of soundness, completeness of norm
is proved by chaining the completeness results of the small transformations:

Finally, we are ready to define the full normalization function:
norm : Rules → Rules
norm = norm-u ◦ norm-e ◦ norm-t ◦ norm-l

norm-cmplt : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N)
→ (s : String) → s 6≡ []
→ Tree Rs A s → Tree (norm Rs) A s

The function norm is a composition of the four transformations
we have introduced. The order in which these transformations are
chained matters. For example, norm-e can add new unit rules, so
norm-u must be performed after norm-e.

6.2

Grammars with a start nonterminal

Now, we define a context-free grammar as a set of rules with a fixed
start nonterminal:

Progress The question of progress of norm boils down to the
questions about preservation of the progress properties of individual constituent transformations by those transformations that follow:

record Grammar : Set where
field
S : N
Rs : Rules

1. Since norm-t never increases the length of the right-hand side
of any rule, norm-t preserves the progress made by norm-l.
We prove that, if the right hand side of every rule in Rs is
shorter that some n : N, then the same holds for all rules in
norm-t Rs:

(Given some G : Grammar, we write S G and Rs G for projections
of the start terminal and the list of rules respectively.)
Next, the language of the grammar G is defined as:
TreeS : Grammar → String → Set
TreeS G s = Tree (Rs G) (S G) s

nt-efct : (Rs : Rules) → (n : N)
→ ((A : N) → (rhs : RHS)
→ A −→ rhs ∈ Rs
→ length rhs ≤ n)
→ (A : N) → (rhs : RHS)
→ A −→ rhs ∈ norm-t Rs
→ length rhs ≤ n

Next, we implement normalization of context-free grammars:
normS : Grammar → Grammar
normS G = record {
S = S’;
Rs = if S G ∈ nullables (Rs G)
then S’ −→ [] :: Rs’
else Rs’
}
where
S’ = newnt (Rs G)
Rs’ = norm ((S’ −→ [ nt (S G) ]) :: Rs G)

2. We show that, if A −→ rhs ∈ norm-e Rs, then rhs must
be a subsequence of some rhs’ such that A −→ rhs’ ∈ Rs.
Since the progress properties of norm-l and norm-t are closed
under the subsequence relation, norm-e preserves the progress
achieved by norm-l and norm-t:

To normalize a context-free grammar we have the following algorithm:

ne-efct : (Rs : Rules) → (A : N) → (rhs : RHS)
→ A −→ rhs ∈ norm-e Rs → A −→ rhs ∈
/ Rs
→ ∃(rhs’ : RHS) A −→ rhs’ ∈ Rs ×
rhs ∈ allSubSeq (∈ nullables Rs) rhs’

1. Declare newnt (Rs G) as a new starting nonterminal.
2. Normalize the set of rules Rs G extended by the rule
newnt (Rs G) −→ [ nt (S G) ]. Since newnt (Rs G)
is fresh, it is clear that its language is same as the language of
nonterminal S G and it will not affect the language of any other
nonterminal (this step guarantees that new starting nonterminal
does not appear on the right hand sides of the rules).

3. Since norm-u does not introduce any new right-hand sides into
a grammar, it preserves the progress properties of all other
transformations. Formally, we prove that, if there is some predicate that holds for all RHSs in the grammar Rs, then it will also
hold for all RHSs in the grammar norm-u:

3. Finally, if the starting nonterminal of the original grammar
was nullable then add the rule newnt (Rs G) −→ [] to the
normalized set of rules to retain the empty string in the language
of normalized grammar. Intuitively, it is safe to do so, because
new (Rs G) does not appear in the right-hand sides of the other
rules.

nu-efct : (P : RHS → Set) → (Rs : Rules)
→ ((A : N) → (rhs : RHS)
→ A −→ rhs ∈ Rs → P rhs)
→ (A : N) → (rhs : RHS)
→ A −→ rhs ∈ norm-u Rs
→ P rhs

Let us look at the final versions of progress, soundness and
completeness properties:

Finally, we show the following progress property of norm:
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Progress

To make this precise, we plan to extend this work as follows.
Instead of unnamed rules (a rule is identified by the left-hand nonterminal and the right-hand list of symbols), we name rules. This
gives us finer control over parse trees. Now we expect that the conversion of a parse tree in the normalized grammar to the original
grammar and back again will be identity while the conversion of a
parse of the original grammar to the normalized grammar and back
will be an idempotent function—a kind of normalizer of parse trees
that truncates nullable paths and removes unit cycles. Normalization of parse trees by passing through the normalized grammar can
then be seen as a form of normalization-by-evaluation.
Overall, the constructive approach allows one to give parse trees
a first-class status: knowing that a string is in a language includes
knowing a proof of this, i.e., a parse tree. These proofs become
objects of analysis and manipulation.

normS-progress : (G : Grammar) → (A : N)
→ (rhs : RHS)
→ let G’ = normS G in A −→ rhs ∈ Rs G’
→ (∃(B C : N) rhs ≡ [ nt B, nt C ]
× B 6≡ S G’
× C 6≡ S G’) ∨
(∃(a : T) rhs ≡ [ tm a ]) ∨
(rhs ≡ [] × A ≡ S G’)

For any rule A −→ rhs ∈ Rs (normS G), the right-hand side
rhs is either [ nt B, nt C ] for some nonterminals B and C
where neither B nor C are starting nonterminals or [ tm a ] for
some terminal a, or [] with the condition that A ≡ S (normS G).
Soundness and completeness
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normS-snd : (G : Grammar) → (s : String)
→ S G ∈ NTs (Rs G)
→ TreeS (normS G) s → TreeS G s
normS-cmplt : (G : Grammar) → (s : String)
→ TreeS G s → TreeS (normS G) s
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